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Lord, Thou hast willed, and I execute.

A new light breaks upon the earth,

A new world is born.

The things that were promised are fulfilled.
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WORDS OF THE MOTHER

L'ART moderne est un essai, encore tres maladroit, d'exprimer quelque chose
d'autre que la simple apparence physique. L'idee est bonne- mars naturelle
ment la valeur de l'express1on depend entierement de la valeur de ce qui veut
s'exprimer.

Pour le moment presque tous les artistes sont dans la conscience vitale
et mentale la plus infer1eure et les resultats sont assez pauvres.

Tache de developper ta conscience, fais effort pour decouvrir ton ame, et
alors ce que tu feras sera vraiment interessant,

12-8-1963

***
Pourquo1 veux-tu fare des details ? Ce n'est pas du tout necessaire. La

pemture n'est pas faite pour copier la Nature, mais pour exprimer une im
press1on, un sentiment, une emotion que nous eprouvons en voyant la beaute
de la Nature. C'est cela qui est interessant et c'est cela qu'il faut exprimer
et c'est parce que tu as la poss1b1lite de fare cela que e t'encourage a peindre.

Modern art is an experiment, still very clumsy, to express something other
than the simple physical appearance-the idea is good-but naturally the value
of the expression depends entirely on the value of that which wants to express
itself.

At present almost all artists live in the lowest vital and mental conscious
ness and the results are quite poor.

Try to develop your consciousness, endeavour to discover your soul,
and then what you will do will be truly interestmg.

12-8-1963

*kk

Why do you want to do the details ? They are not at all necessary. Painting
is not done to copy Nature, but to express an impression, a feeling, an
emotion that we experience on seeing the beauty of Nature. It is this that is
interestmg and it is this that has to be expressed, and it is because you have the
possibility of doing this that I encourage you to paint.
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TALKS WITH SRI AUROBINDO

(These talks are from the Note-books of Dr. Nirodbaran who used
to record most of the conversations which Sri Aurobindo had with his
attendants and afew others,after theaccdent to his rght leg inNovember
1938. Besides the recorder, the attendants were : Dr. Manilal, Dr.
Becherlal, Purani, Champaklal, Dr. Satyendra and Mulshanker.
As the Notes were not seen by Sri Aurobindo himself, the responsibility
for the Master's words rests entirely with Nirodbaran. He does not
vouch for absolute accuracy, but he has tried his best to reproduce them
faithfully. He has made the same attemptfor the speeches of the others.

This is the thirty-first instalment in th, new Series which,
except on two occasions, has fallowed a chronological order and begun
at the very begnnmng. The four earlest talks, after Sri Aurobindo's
accident, appeared in Mother Inda 1952.)

FEBRUARY 3, 1939

N : A sadhika has written a letter. She relates in it her experiences :
losing of consciousness and the mind floating about, as it were, lightmng strokes
in the head, feeling of some Presence. But she says that all these experiences
give her a terrible fear, and she complains of bad health. The experiences
have come to her at the very start of her practice of Yoga.

SRI AUR0BIND0 : You may tell her that what she calls losing of conscious
ness is the going inward of consciousness, the state of samadhi. It is extra
ordinary to get these experiences at the very outset. Usually one takes months
and months to make the mind quiet-and she has done it at the first sittmg !
The llghtrung stroke is the action of the Higher Power or Yoga Shakti to make
the adlziir fit for Yoga. All this shows that she has capacity and can do Yoga.
But she must get rid of fear. Otherwise all experiences will stop. The fear
indicates that though her innermind is ready her vital andphysical beings are not
-the one is full of fear and the other suffermg from bad health, as she says.
A conflict is produced m her, which is not desirable. It may be better not to
take up Yoga seriously until she has restored her health. But the most
important thing is to get rid of fear. •

N : But how is one to get rid of it ?
SRI AUR0BIND0 : That is the difficulty many complain of. When one takes

up Yoga, all sorts of experiences come in, which are beyond the ordinary con
sc1ousness. And if one fears, Yoga is not possible. It has to be got rd of by the
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TALKS WITH SRI AUROBINDO 7

mind, by a psychological training and by will-power. Any human being worth
the name has a will, and tlus will has to be exercised or developed. She can ask
for protection of the Divine, lay herself 1n the hands of the Divine. As Viveka
nanda very insistently said, "Ah?' The Yogi has no fear.

I don't know whether I have told you of an experience ofmine. After my
meeting with Lele, I was once meditating at Calcutta. I felt a tremendous calm
and then it was as if my breath would stop. A silly fear or rather an
apprehension caught hold of me and I said, "Ifmy breath stops, how shall I
live ?? At once the experience ceased and never came back.

There are all sorts of experiences. What, for instance, would you do if you
felt your head bemng drilled as if a nail were being thrust in ? One feels also the
sphttmg of the head in two or the bursting of it.

N : Why can't the experiences come in quietly ?
SRI AUR0BIND0 : They do come in quietly but you make a row. If your

physical body or head were being split, you could object; but you ought to know
by now that all the Yogic experiences are in the subtle body.

N : I also once or twice had such fear as the lady speaks of-fear of a
Presence. As soon as I sat to meditate before going to bed at about midnight,
I felt everything so still and as if there were some Presence. That frightened me.

SRI AUR0BIND0 : Why ? Dd you thunk it was the Devil that brought 1n
the stillness ? But the Devil usually makes a commotion. Two things are
necessary in Yoga : one is to get rid of fear and the other to know the ordinary
symbols. (Addressing P) You know W. Once in meditation he saw golden
gods coming down and telling him, "We will cut up your body and make it new."
He cried out, "Never ! Never !" He thought his physical body was going to be
cut up. But the symbolism is quite clear. It means that the old things in W's
nature were to be thrown away and new things brought in.

P : I was surprised to hear that later he turned to Jainism.
SRI AUR0BIND0 : Was he a Jamn by birth ?
P: Yes.
SRI AUR0BIND0 : Well, such changes often happen. In one's vital and

physical nature there remains a stamp of one's ancestral religion and it comes
out some tune. The Christians usually turn towards Roman Catholicism. A
Frenchman-I forget hrs name-tr1ed all sorts of things, European mysticism,
Tibetan occultism, etc., and came into touch with Pavitra. Pavitra wrote to him,
saying that these things wouldn't go with Yoga. The man broke the contact and
turned towards Catholicism.

He wrote a book, stealing passages from Pavitra's letters and using them
in support of Catholicism. It was this that disgusted Pavitra.

My grandfather started being a Brahmo and ended by writing a book on
Hinduism and proclaiming it the best religion. Devendranath Tagore became
rather anxious and feared he might run into excess of zeal.
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After this the talk turned to politics and the work of the Leftists.

SRI AUR0BIND0 : The Leftists will probably pass laws abolishing the
zemindars and the capitalists and spoil all the work done by the ministers.
They will try to introduce social legislation and that will make the Governors
use their powers. Or the Leftists may keep out of the Assemblies. It would be
foolish to throw away the power given. I wrote before I left politics that 1fyou
get real power take it and fight for more, like De Valera in Ireland. De Valera
took what was given and grabbed at more. In the present nternatonal situation,
when the Government want to come to a compromise with the Congress you
should accept what they give. Accept the Federation and fight agamst it
afterwards.

N : That is also X's opinion, but he says that now is the time to press
for Independence.

SRI AUR0BIND0 : That would be all right ifthe country were prepared for
revolution, so that even ifX and a few others were hanged the movement would
go on and ultimately the Government would yield as m Ireland. There the
people fightmg against the Government risked their lives. If one is not prepared
for that, one has to proceed mn subtler ways. At present what X clamms 1s impos
sible to get. It will only set the Government against you and they will try to
crush the movement.

P : But if we work this provincial programme and prepare the country
and at the same time press the Princely States to give rights to the people, then
we might get what we want without all that revolution.

SRI AUR0BIND0 : Exactly. It is a very clever drive to bring in the States
question and if they can carry it through, the Federation with the Princes will
break down and then only the Muslmm quest1on will remamn.

(After a long pause) The Britsh people have one weakness. They can't
go on with brutal methods of repress1on for a long time. They have the1r
prestige to keep up before the world and they want popular support. So in the
end they come to a compromise. France also comes to a compromise but
takes a longer time. Some other nations won't hesitate to go to the extreme
limit. In Palestine the British Government almost succeeded 1n crushing the
Terrorists. If they had persisted they could have easily put Nashishibi agamst
the Mufti and ruled the Arabs by the Arabs. But they could not go on and have
now called the Palestine Conference. If the Mufti is clever he will be able to
get a good deal.

In Ireland also the British came to a compromise. Even the Conservatuves
turned round. France gave in in Syria but the Syrians had to fight for it after
the last war. In Tunisia they have clapped the Destounans m prison, but ifthe
Nationalists keep up, France will give in.

P ; Roosevelt's speech seems to have declared for democracy. In that
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case the three powers combined may stem the tide of the dictators.
N: Now Hitler will think twice before he tries to do anything.
SRI AUR0BIND0 : Yes, if he is capable of thinking. His inner voice may ask

him to push on. .M.ussohm may think twice, unless he is too Hitlerised.
But then Hitler may say to hm, "I have given you a chance for colonies. If
you don't take 1t, I will go to the Ukraine." Mussohrn may not like that. But
Hitler also may not come to war. During the Czech crisis 1t was by mere bluff
that he succeeded. He knew from private sources that England and France
wouldn't fight.

P : Roosevelt has promised France armaments and America is selling aero
planes, etc. That means they may come to her help in case she is attacked.

SRI AUR0BIND0 : But it is doubtful 1f Roosevelt can carry the nation
with him. America has increased her armaments for her own defence. But If
they are exported the people may think that 1t will involve them in a war. At
any rate his speech has come as a great blow to both Germany and Italy. Cham
berlam also may think of supporting France now. A remarkable man, this
Roosevelt, very bold and ready to experrment and take risks. It is the old
Roosevelt blood. Only, the first Roosevelt was brutally Fascist. This one is more
refined.

P: Jean Herbert says there may not be any war after all.
SRI AUR0BIND0 : If the British and French people go on yielding to the

demands of the dictators, there may not be any war. Perhaps the British may
say to Germany, "We shall supply you with raw materials, you can come and
settle comfortably here."

The topic of corruption m public life came up. Somebody said that in
most countries the people in political power confer favours on their own men
and are open to bribes.

SRI AUR0BIND0 : You will never find such corruption in England. Public
life there 1s honest and sincere. Englishmen may tell hes and break their pro
mises but bribery and appropriation of money hardly exist in their public or
poht1cal admimstration. As they say, "These thmgs are not done." If a poli
tcal leade does them, he is finished for hfe. Thomas, you know, 1s wiped out.
The English judges make no distinction between a rich criminal and a poor
one.



OLD LONG SINCE

(8)

IN the year I914 I had the darshan of the Mother. I could not perceive then
that the Mother's was not an ordmary human birth. In 1914 the Mother came
for the first time to the land of India, the decreed repository of spintual riches.

As directed by Sri Aurobmndo in 19ro, the Mother reached Pondy on
March 29, 19I4. A few days after her arr1val, Bejoykanta introduced me to
her. How did he do it ? He introduced me as one of the students of the Calve
College and as one keen on pracusing Yoga.

The Mother lived m the house No. 3 facing the North, in Duplex Street.
She had so much work to attend to that she met people only at an appomted
time. Steps were taken even then to start the monthly review Arya both in
English and in French.

Students from our school, in small groups, would come at then· leisure
hours to see the Mother. We did not know then who the Mother was.

At that time the book Yogc Sadhan could be seen in the hands of many
ofthose persons who frequented Sn Aurobindo's house. This book Bejoykanta
taught me. I did not consider him a teacher. The terms Guru, Acha:ya, teacher,
instructor, preceptor were not current amongst us those days. All that we had
been taught was social eiquette and hospitality, no one had gven us any 1dea
of modesty or humility or devotion.

Amidst all these superficialities I approached the Mother with the help
of Bejoykanta. My dumb heart at once came to feel the magic pov:cr of the
Mother. Over my poor heart lay loads of dirt. If one load dropped down,
another would roll 1n to occupy the empty space.

In my first approaches to the Mother I thought her to be one like others.
My mind's way led me in one direction, my heart's voiceless feelmg led m another.
I had not learnt at that tume erther to hsten attentively to the still vo1ce of the
heart or, forgetting all outer hankermgs, to feel the inner urge. The apasya
perhaps that I had failed to do m my prev10us births I began domg now m this
short span of hfe.

Had someone seen the Mother and myself seated on chairs, facmg each
other, almost as equals, with the bodk Yogc Sadhan mn hand, he would h.we
been mn a fix to know who was teaching whom. In truth, however, I approached
the Mother 111 the spmt of a seeker of kPowledge.

The school remained closed two days per week-Sundays and Thursdays.
On these two days, at IO a.m., I would go to the Mother, study with her for half

IO
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an hour one or two pages of the Yogic Sadhan, proceed to Sri Aurobindo's
house for his darshan and return home.

An image of immeasurable power-that was how I felt the Mother to be
whenever I approached her. She, however, held that power in herself without
allowing the least display of it. On some occasions the great power would
shine forth m·es1st1bly. Our mner sense would perceive this radiation if it was
awake.

Not only myself but some of my friends of those days had felt certain
necessary changes taking place, whether we had wanted them or not and with
out our bemng conscious of them, changes not only 1n our basic consciousness
but in some of our external parts too. We would approach the Mother with •
our contradictory ideas and doubts and after a talk with her each one of us
would be filled with an unaccountable purity and joy, and self-obhvious we
would come back home talking merrly like people vmng in a happy world.

In this year 1914 Ramaswami Iyengar left Sri Aurobmndo's house and started
from Pondy for hs native place. In this year 1914 again, during April and May,

4
efforts were made, as I said, to bnng out the monthly magazine Arya. On July
28 of thus very year the First WorldWar broke out. On August 15 the first 1ssue
of the Arya saw the light of day in English and French versions. In th1s 1914
indeed the foundation was laid of my close contact with Sri Aurobindo. And
m this same year 1914 I began feeling like a simple child the Mother's
continuous affection.

On August 15, 1914, Sr Aurobindo's birthday was celebrated more
openly. In the spacious hall upstairs two or three big tables, taken on hire, were
placed side by side; on them were spread thick washed sheets, white as
Jasmmes; and above these sheets was heaped, mountam-hke, milk-white nee.
Fmally, rose-petals were strewn over the rice.

At about 11.30 a.m. Sri Aurobindo came and stood 1n the long verandah,
south of the hall, at the wesier.a end and, looking at us eastwards, spoke some
thing mn English for two or three minutes.

Ten or fifteen persons only out of those who had assembled that day stayed
belund for sometime and I was one of these few. I do not remember now where
the Mother was, where she sat and took her food.

In October 1914, I suppose, Abdul Karmm, a chef C.I.D. Inspector of
the Madras Presidency sought Sn Aurobmdo's permission for an mterview.
I do not remember the date. He was asked to come on a particular day at IO

a.m. for the interview. Abdul Karim came on that day m time and met Sri
Aurobmdo. The talk must have lasted for more than half an hour m private.
While gomg to Sri Aurobindo Abdul Karim had earned a big rose-garland
and two or three plates full of fruits, etc. Not being an 1inmate of Sr1 Aurobindo's
house, I had no mean3 of knowing what transpired between them. Even if I
had been an mmate, Sn Aurobindo would have said only what could be dis-
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closed. It was rumoured in Pondicherry that the talk must have been mainly
about the World War and Abdul Karm sought to know Sri Aurobmdo's views
about 1t.

One or two months passed after the outbreak of the World War. Nolini
Kanta Gupta and Saurmndranath Bose who had gone to Bengal came back
hurriedly to Pondicherry. Now Bejoykanta also grew impatient to go to Bengal
like them for a short vs1t. He persisted in 1t. Sri Aurobindo gave no consent to
it. Bejoykanta's friends in Pondicherry and some others, including Abdul
Kanm, had come to know that he was about to leave for Bengal.

Either the very next day after Abdul Karim's interview with Sri Aurobindo
• or one or two days later, Bejoykanta started for Bengal. The news circulated
In the town that, as Be)oykanta was suspected to be a revolutionary, a warrant
of arrest was m Abdul Karim's pocket the very day of his interview with Sri
Aurobindo.

BeJoykanta started from Sn Aurobmdo's house and caught the tram to
Madras. Directly he crossed the French border he was arrested and taken
into polce custody at Cuddalore; he was then transferred a few days later to
his nauve place in Bengal and mterned there till the end of the War, that is to
say, five long years. As soon as he got released he came back to Pondicherry.

Before the publication of the Arya, it was widely talked about-and most
amongst the Tarml poet Bharati and his friends-that a Review of the kmd
was soon going to be published. The idea also spread, along with the talk, that a
new age was about to dawn, this new age was for the whole human race and
Sri Aurobmdo was the Rishi of this new age. Poet Bharat was chiefly instru
mental in spreading the idea.

I was fortunate enough to hear many say several times that the Arya
would elucidate the secrets of the Veda and, as a corollary, unravel many
a knot, till now unloosened, 1n the Upanishads, Itihasas, Puranas, etc. I heard
many also declare that Sri Aurobmdo had found a new method of Yoga
for the sake of mankind and would divulge m the Arya the characteristic process
of sadhana for following thus method.

Hardly a month had passed since the declaration of the great War when
I heard elderly people, nch in knowledge, affirm that the World War was but
the unhealed sore in the human consciousness and the appearance of the Arya
was destined to heal the sore. I could not grasp all that clearly then.

One day at the begmnnmng of September I took up a copy of the first issue
of the Arya from the table on the long verandah upstairs of Sri Aurobindo's
house and started reading the first article of the series, "The LIfe Drvmne",
written by Sri Aurobindo, Just loudly enough for myself to hear. I read it
over and over again. Great thoughts clothed m great words-I could not
at all comprehend ! However, it was sweet to read and re-read 1t. It was as 1
someone else mn me was comprehending all that was read !
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As I was reading, Sr Aurobmndo came, stood in front of the table and kept
listening to my reading. When I put down the copy of the Arya and lifted my
head I saw Sn Aurobmdo standmg there. I told hmm that the reading was
delightful but nothmg could be grasped.

Sri Aurobindo heard all that I said and replied, "It is not necessary to
understand it all at once. Go on read.mg. If you find a joy in reading, you need
not stop it."

Anyone may perceive in Sri Aurobmndo's writings a wealth of experiences,
a mantric power and an extraordinary superhuman attraction. That first sub
lime article in the Arya begins with one or two Ruks from the Rig Veda.

Hear:
"She follows to the goal of those that are passing on beyond, she is the

first in the eternal succession of the dawns that are coming,-Usha widens
bringing out that which lives, awakening someone who was dead ..What
is her scope when she harmonises with the dawns that shone out before
and those that now must shine ? She desires the ancient mornings and ful
fils their Light; projecting forward her illumination, she enters into commu
nion with the rest that are to come."

Kutsa Angirasa-Rig Veda I.113.8.10.

Without being conscious of my relation with the Mother before and after
my birth on this earth I felt a child's love for her at the very outset.

The Mother left for France in February 1915. I too went to Madras for
the Matriculation examination that very year.

o
AMRITA



SPIRITUAL CAUSERIE

I THINK it was in the Hindu Magazine Section. They had pubb.shed, some
years ago, a brilliant story of a strange case of hypnotism. It was not clear how
far it was based on facts. All the same it produced an mdelible impression on
my mmd and marked a turn in my thmking on the occult side ofthings. An expe
nenced. hypnotist 1s workmg on a frend. After the subject is put into a trance,
he is asked to narrate the events in his life five years ago; the answers are
clear and vivid. Ten years ago; the repb.es are equally fluent. Twenty years
ago, thirty years ago, when he was only five : at this stage the subject starts
behaving like an infant of that age and with appropriate gestures speaks faltering
ly. A hundred years ago : without difficulty the subject tells of happenings
in his past birth. Excited by curiosity, the hypnotist asks him what happened
two hundred years earlier and then still earb.er, till the subject starts jabbering
in a peculiar manner and behavmg like a monkey. Just at that moment there
is a loud explosion m the laboratory and the 'monkey' starts up and jumps
out through the wmdow. The hypnotist is alarmed and rushes out pursuing the
'monkey' which cannot be found. The subject under spell goes flying from
house-top to house-top and refuses to come back and makes himself scarce.
And it is only after a long period of suspense and effort that the 'monkey' is
coaxed to come agam mto the room where he is forcibly put to sleep enablmg the
hypnotist to work upon hum mn the re?rse direct1on till the relevant human stage
is reached and, to the relief of all, he wakes up as if from deep sleep.

As a sketch of the theoretical possibilities of the technique of hypnotism,
the story was mdeed origmal, and its purport could not be missed. But I never
thought seriously of the practical implications of the matter till the other day
when a book Le Dominicain Blanc by Gustav Meyrink came into my hands.

Gustav Meyrnk (1868-1932) was an·Austr1an writer who was considered
to be the most notable literary medmm m Europe in the last century. Intro
ducmg his work, M Gerard Heym states mn hIs illuminating preface that Mey
rink was passionately interested m occult phenomena and his entire life was
one long quest for the Esoteric Knowledge of different traditions. He ass1mi
lated the knowledge of a special line ofYoga and developed the potentiab.ties of
his being to a remarkable extent, acqumng in the process munense powers of
clairvoyance and developmg capacities to funcuon as a medium to a surpassing
degree. He helped many by the exercise of his powers of telepathy, material1
sat1on, etc. But his one preoccupation was always his quest for the Higher
Knowledge, the Wisdom of God. He utulsed his occult capacities to enter into

14



SPIRITUAL CAUSERIE 15

the origmal stream of these old traditions which still live in their own formu
lations somewhere in the earth-atmosphere, integrate himself 1nto their flow
and even obtam an mit1at1on "as if by reflection in a mirror". That is to say,
he proiected himself m his subtle body into the influence of the Masters of the
chosen tradiuon-on their own planes of functioning-and sought their
instrucuon. And, we are told, some of the hvmg adepts came to admire him
as a 'brother'. It was thus that he acquired a profound degree of knowledge
of the ancient ttaditions, occult and spiritual. But he could not, the wrIter
notes, reach the supreme reahsauon because his whole life was It1ated by a
certam diseqmhbnum resulting from an excessive hatred for his mother.

The Cll'cumstances m which he came to write this book in question are
agam mteresung.

It was in 1870 that three articles' on Taoism by Dr. A.Pfitzmaier, a noted
S1nolog1st, were published mn the Austrian press. The writings caused a great
stir and the learned professor was prevailed upon not to pursue the subject
further as the general mind of the public was said to be not yet ripe for that
Teachmg, and no more was heard of it. But Meyrink had read some of them
and he was at once fired with enthusiasm powerful enough to lead lu.'TI to
'contact' the ancient tradmon of the Tao.

What is there 1n Tao, it may be asked, to raise so much furore? What again
is the element that is not found in its books but is in the preserve of adepts
requirmg occult means for communication? M.Heym explams that Tao1sm, 1n
the first place, is not confined to Chmna. In fact, it is older than the Chinese
civilisation. It was m the closing years of the Sung dynasty, when the
country was faced wth the invasions of the Mongols, that many of the
Masters of Tao left the country with their sacred lore to safeguard their
heritage and m1grated and settled down in more hosp1table environments.
S1m1lar migrations took place when Confucian1sm came mnto ascendency and
persecuted the older faith. Some spread themselves m Europe, some in the
countries of Islam, it was here in the Islamic regions that the adepts developed
and perfeced the science of Alchemy which was an integral part of their
tradrt1on.

To the layman Tao is a way of deliverance. To the iniuate it is a way of
Immortality. Like all the ancient traditions, Tao has an esoteric aspect side by
s1de with the exoteric. The esoteric teaching has for its goal the attainment of
Immortality and it is meant only for the elite who are considered fit to enter
Into their order of hierarchy.

Now the summit of this pyramid of the esoteric hierarchy consists of
adepts called the Immortals numbering about a dozen. Immortality in this

1 "The Real Men and the Immortals in Ta01sm", "D1ssolut1on of the Corpse and the
Sword", "Some Points m Tao1sm".
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context means the immortality of the body by the creation of a subtle body
whch is almost phys1cal but extremely purified. And thus body and the mind
that inhabits it stay immortal.

There are several ways for achevmng this immortality of the body. One is
to use what is known as the elixir of long life, consistmg of a mysterious subs
tance wIth intensely actve properties. Another method is a complicated
technique of breathing exercises combined with visual concentration upon
some of the active centres in the body. Another discipline that has been woven
into this process is the tantric technique of a unique union of the two principles
in creation, viz. the masculine and the feminine, which precipitates a state of
transcendent bliss.

Gustav Meyrink was drawn to esoteric Tao like iron to a magnet and took
to his quest with all his customary zeal. He drew upon his clairvoyant powers to
seek out the old Masters and put himself into contact with them-Masters in
their subtler worlds. He practised and succeeded in 1dentifying himselfwith the
Path to such an extent that he was able to penetrate mnto its secrets and mnte
grate himself with its current. Le Dominican Blanc is a graphic record of his
experiences and realisations in this field in the form of a story.

The Way that is sketched out in the narration is known as the Path of
Shi-Kiai. It consists of the dissolution of the body, followed by the dissolu•
tion of the mystic Sword which makes its appearance on the disappearance of
the body, and then the projection of the subtle body which is called the body
of resurrection. This new body may become visible or may remain invisible to
the gross eye.

M. Heym draws attention to the existence in Europe of the tradition of
the dissolution of the body and its reconstitut1on or resurrection by means
of an alchemic process. He cites the instance of the great adept in Germany,
Hon. Schmidt (18th century A.D.), who made a successful expenment in this
direction. Schmidt had an elixir placed in his coffin. When the physical body
was dead, his subtle body and mind got disengaged from it and the elxr d1s
solved the phys1cal body. Thereafter there was the act of palingenes1s effected
through an alchemic method, utulusmng the cosmic forces in creation directed
by the will of a master-alcheffilst who, though not on the earth, could still
exercise and effectuate his will from his plane because he had attained the status
and consciousness of an Immortal. This master created, around the 'envelope'
abandoned by the physical body, a body extremely sensitive, with exactly the
same form, the same functions as the orgmnal normal body.

But the Taoists of the tradition here descnbed do not resort to alchemic
means for the dissolution of the body. They do this by means of their own
processes of control and direction of life-breath. The dissolution proceeds
through a series of steps culminating in a state of 'nothingness'. Then com
mences the process of re-creation by the exercise of the will and the special
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technique perfected by them. This progressive transformation of the living body
into an immortal body could be effected equally, as stated earlier, by the pro
found tantric process based on the union of the male and the female principles
in creation. This technique of the Tantra is linked by the Taoists to their
own method of breathmg exercises. And it is this combination which is des
cr1bed 1n its operatuonby Meyrink in hus interesting story build round the figure
of Colomb1er who arrives at his goal of Immortality with the aid of Ophelia,
his 'sister-soul', who dies with a purpose, gets assimilatedm her femininity with
the masculine mn the hero and helps him to emerge mto a new state of perfection.

PRABUDDHA

2



MYSTICS AND SOCIETY

(Continued from August)

CHAPTER I

"Who are these men and what are these words they speak ??

"ATTEMPTS are sometimes made to have done finally with questionings which
have so often been declared insoluble by logical thought1 and to persuade
men to limit their mental activities to the practical and immediate problems
of their material existence in the universe; but such evasions are never perma
nent in their effect. Mankind returns from them with a more vehement impulse
of inquiry or a more violent hunger for immediate solution. By that hunger
mysticism profits and new religions arse to replace the old that have been
destroyed or stripped of significance by a scepticism which could not satisfy
because although its busmess was inquiry it was unwillmg sufficiently to
inquire."3 Thus spake Sri Aurobindo.

In other words, mysticism can change, it cannot die. When everything
else fails, or will ultimately fail, it stands its ground. Our extremty is God's
opportunity. Amid the disasters of our own time, more eyes are turnmg towards
it as the only way out. Modern man, as Jung put it, is in search of his soul.
Of that search mystucism is both cause and goal, ohms deeper finding and possi
bility the mystics have been pioneers ever. But what, precisely, is the possibility
and whom does the mystic seek? Briefly, and paradoxically, the mystic seeks
himself, to know himself. Our search for the Self is moved by the Self. "Yes,
'Know Thyself' is still the key to wisdom... and this self-knowledge as developed
in Hindu psychology," says one exponent of one school of mysticism, "1s the
way to freedom, truth and harmonious living."4 The mjunction : "Know
Thyself" carries with it the suggesU5>n that we probably do not know ourselves,
or not sufficiently. A workmg knowledge we all have, often that is all we have,
but rarely the much more that we need to know and become. To become what
we are, that is what the rare man, the mystic, seeks. "No one can teach another
how to acquire it."5 But, as EvelynUnderhill tells us, this is "an innate tendency
of the human spirit towards complete harmony with the transcendental order ....
I believe this movement to represent the true lme of development of the highest
form of human consciousness."6 How to acquire this ? Luckily, the intelligent
being, 1f he so likes, carries within hum the wherewithal to surpass himself.7

18
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But, as we have just now said, the knowledge or experience is essentially
solo. No one gives it to another.

"I am told that you possess the pearl of divine knowledge; either give
it to me or sell it to me."

"I cannot sell it for you have not the price thereof, and if I give it to you,
you will have gamed it too cheaply. You do not know its value. Cast yourself
headlong, like me, mto this ocean in order that you yourselfmay find the pearl. "8

The history of this human seekmg or becoming 1s man's true history as
it is also the secret burden of his existence. The samts and seers, of all ages and
countries, known and unknown, bear testimony to this endless adventure ofman.
This is the journey of journeys, of man and Magi. So far such men, the yogis
and mystics, have been a rarity, stars that mostly dwelt apart, but they need
not be so aloof and such oddities for all times. As even a critical observer
could not help saying: "Alas ! quixotic enough sometimes" mysticism is "one
of the mof:.t significant chapters of the history of humamty."9 In a sense of
course "all life is yoga" and it is not impossible to 1magine a community where
the mystic impulse and effort are not only better understood but form a normal
part of the social setting. If this ever happens, the treasures of the spirit, or
what we have called mysticism, mght prove to be of greater worth than what
most ofus have allowed ourselves to imagine. Mysticism which has been usually
treated as an ego-centr1c, abnormal, escapist" activity, is in fact an escape from
the ego and an encounter with the totality of experience, or Reality. As its
concern is with the Real, and "the need to be real", it must be held to be a
realisable ideal m both our mdividual and collective hfe, provided we are pre
pared to pay the price, that is, fulfil the condrtions. The Buddha has described
the nature and result of acquiring such a new centre of personality, Brahma
vhara, thus :

"Do not deceive each other, do not despise anybody anywhere, never in
anger wish anyone to suffer through thy body, words or thoughts. Like a
mother nourishing her only child wIth her own life, keep thy immeasurable
lovmg thought for all creatures.

"Above thee, below thee, on all sides ofthee, keep on all the world thy sym
pathy and immeasurable lovmg thought, which is without obstruction, without
any wish to mjure, without enmity.

"To be dwellmg m such contemplation while standing, walking, lying down,
until sleep overcomes thee, is called livmg in Brahman."

Who will say that the ideal is not real or that it is not needed today ?
Perhaps today more than ever before. But today is everyday. That also is
part of the wisdom. What will be the nature of such a lfe, today, we cannot
foresee much less demand. Obviously much that is normal to our present ways
of seeing and living will no longer be so. One is however permitted to think
that the difficulties of a slow and painful evolutuon in the midst of which we
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find ourselves will turn out to be a test and an opportunity and find their justi
fication. And though it may be the hard way, in the end there will be no other.
But when one thinks of the complexities of our present social and intellectual
Organization Man the yoke of the mystics is light indeed.

Mysticism, which is the heart of religion, is always attempting an answer
to the old, agonising question : What is Man ? As one looks around, above,
below and within, one sees life as the first mystery of our existence, life occult
and vibrant in an otherwise dead and inert universe. But it 1s not till mrd
appears on the scene that the mystery becomes a problem. The thinkmg reed
is miserable because it thinks. Till the t1me he can open or overpass himself
in a consciousness more than the mental, the son of man has no rest in his wan
derings in the Valley of False Glimmer, the labyrinths of illusion, unreality
and appearance. In a sense all problems begin and end with the mind, which
has sometimes been called reality-killer.

Leaving such metaphysical ideas aside, the problem that weighs most
with modern humanity is the just accommodation of its scientific technique
with a rational organisation that willmake life worth hvmg for the vast majonty,
which at present it clearly is not. There is nothing unusual or unnatural about
the attempt, except perhaps the manner of it, which is the reason why it has
failed. The issue is plain : what is the truth or nature of things and how are
we to embody it in our social living ? This has been a human concern through
out all history and in their attempts at solution men have experimented with
every form of social reasoning and social organisation. Yet the amount of
human misery remains much the same and human nature perhaps as unregene
rate as ever. Is history, then, a vicious circle ? Endgame ?

In a mood of enforced sobriety we begin to wonder if there has not been
some gap or lacuna, some miscalculation somewhere, a fatal weakness in our
equipment, or Achilles' heel. Maybe we have not been so much sinful as igno
rant. But, of course, the sin of pnde has been there always. Smee the days of
the Renaissance there has mdeed been a boom in the pnde industry.

But man, proud man,
Dressed in a little brief authority,
Most ignorant of what he's most assured,
His glassy essence, like an angry ape,
Plays such fantastic tricks before high heaven
As make the angels weep.

But most ignorance is vincible and the ape may be teachable, at least some
have been. Amid the clash of slogans and competmg panaceas, all in full panoply,
the vo1ce of conscience or the time-spirit seems to point to ends and means
which we have neglected and left as1de as unimportant and inessential. The
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stone which the builders rejected is now become the cornerstone. Mysticism,
often «shy to illumine", may yet be the light we need, the light we lost. For we
are no longer fooled or hypnotised by the hrmted and ignoble ideals of the
economic or the psychotic man, by unethical technological progress, by the
regimented State or the 'Bg Brother', with hus bg stick of lying propaganda,
war and revolution and total destruction. To accept or acquiesce mn these perm
c1ous versions of necessity and progress-and the low 1dea of human nature
on which these seem to be based-is to accept the part for the whole, the end
of man. It can lead us only into deeper difficulties. To the prophets of such
v10lent and collective cure one can only say : You are not the doctor but the
d1sease.

It is exactly here that mysticism, almost never tried as a social experiment,
except 1n closed and curious communities, opens up a new prospect. It is the
ut1hty of yoga, Sn Aurobmdo has said, that it opens to us a gate of escape out
of the vicious circle of our ordinary human existence, brings a ray of hope
mto the darkness of our fallen existence.'' Sheer force of circumstances compel
us to face and look for help to the community of saints and seers, yogis and
mystics whom we had so long cheerfully, even enthus1astcally, given short
shnft, neglected dunng the Age of Reason which has so readily now turned into
an Age of Amaety. History which has been largely played round the Odd
Man Out theme may yet find its saviour. Today there is no Justification to cont1
nue the old blissful ignorance about mystics and mysticism. We have, in self
defence if for no other reason, to take note of their experience, doctrine, or
metaphysics, their psychology and, if one may say so, their sociology. Or perish.
To refuse to listen to them is not advisable. That many of our thinkers
-Gerald Heard, Aldous Huxley and Pitnm Sorokm, among others-should
seem to echo or speak m terms of mystical msight, analysis and approach is not
surpnsmg. Perhaps there was never an age more open to these ideas. We are
probably movmg towards a Yogi Age.

Among recent works which focussed attention on the subject-mainly
perhaps because of a catchy title-is The Yogi and the Commissar by Arthur
Koestler. Accordmng to him, the issues of modern lfe depend upon two types
of people or attitude, between what he calls Change from Within and Change
from Without.12 Both have their dilemmas. At the end of his book Koestler
confesses, "Neither the samt nor the revolutionary can save us; only the synthe
sis of the two. Whether we are capable of achievng 1t, I do not know? Natu
rally, he does not, being neither. (His later researches show him to be completely
unfit for the undertakmg.) On the nature of the synthesis he has little to say
except to use the word. The need for it is, however, more crucial than an
intellectual flirting with ideas can ever know. Unless, therefore, the human race
is to fall by the wayside, it must seek the synthesis. Of course one is not to
expect a fiat, an easy, magical victory. There may be more hardships, of read
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justment, than we can imagine. After all, the way of the mystics is largely one
of self-mortification and crises of decision, it mvolv.es an ardour and austerity
of the spirit which it would be foolish to mmimise. The ancient seers did not
exaggerate when they spoke of the Way as sharp as the razor's edge, difficult
of going, hard to traverse, Ksurasya dhara nsta duratyaya. It is also possible
that mysticism, as we have known 1t in the past, might change its forms, or some
of its forms, beyond recogniton. But, always, it will be a var1at1on on the same
theme, of man at his highest.

To the question: 'How can the mystics help and what have we to learn
from them ?' it can be safely pointed out that what the mystucs have to give
us is a profounder self-knowledge and world-knowledge, an integral view
of existence most likely to preserve us from our present pitfalls. The mystics
see clearly, correctly and comprehensively. As Theologzca Germanzca pomts out,
"Now the created soul of man has also two eyes. The one is the power of seemg
into etermty, the other of seeing into time and the creatures." The mystic uses
both eyes, if not all mysucs, at least the greater ones who have seen the deepest
Into the lfe of things and the mysteries of integration. Nor 1s their insight
a product of their social meputude and unawareness. On the contrary, as Simone
Weil has shown, to contemplate the social scene is as effective a purificauon as
to withdraw from the world. It is only the terms of reference that are different.
The mystic is as much interested m man as anybody. In fact, he has more to
offer. So, we can add, the art and science of contemplation, as mystc1sm 1s usu
ally referred tom the West, will show, among other thmgs, the mterrelauon of
God, Nature and Man.

Briefly, the myst1cs, or contemplatives, will help us 1n at least four related
and useful ways : they will correct our madequate world-view; they will pomt
out the right methods for making th1s world-view effective m our lives; this
they will do, not by any 'escape' (one word too often profaned) from life but
by addmg to it; finally, they will do this not mn the life of the md1V1dual alone
but also m the life of the group or society as a whole. Incidentally, they will
correct the fallacies and lmtatons of the technique of volent revolutions, our
obsess1on with matter and phys1cal force as the only weapon or 'midwife' of
soc1al change. A survey of mysticism, honestly carried out, 1s likely to prov1de
us with hope and understandmg, and a course of acton that alone makes sense
and has a right to succeed.

Some of the functions of the mystical attitude and experiment cannot
help bemg negative or purgative. But on the whole its direction and result
will be posxtuve. Mld-eyed but vigilant (while others slept), the "sleepless
ones" help to keep the world "dismfected," as Aldous Huxley once put it with
the help of a detergent formula. The mystcs," he said, "are a channel through
which a little knowledge of reality filters down to our human umverse of igno
rance and illusion. A totally unmystucal world would be a world totally blind
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and insane. The mystic, truly understood, puts back more into society than
any other mndrvdual or group. As Bennett suggested, mysticism represents "a
type ofmmnd...which the mst1tut10n does not and cannot produce ...Yet while it
cannot produce, 1t can and must make use of, the radical. Its very life depends
on so domg. The inst1tut1on which affects to see in him an enemy is excommu
nicatmg one who is fitted to keep m touch with the renewing sources of its own
life."

These are, it will be seen, large claims which this essay cannot hope to
'prove' or substantiate. The truths we are dealing with are largely self-evident
or nothing. But men have been blessed with the right to refuse, to say 'No'
to a Christ or a Buddha. The freedom is still freely used. We shall be content
1f we can prov1de a possibility, presumption or hypothesis, 1f we can raise the
old quesuons, questions which we ignore at our peril. For our part we admit
the actuality of a unutrve truth, of a Knowledge, more self-fulfilled or revealed,
as some would say, than this our all-too-human knowledge, "this limited
consc10usness m whose narrow borders we grope and struggle". Further, we
take our stand that spiritual evoluuon is a fact, perhaps the most important
fact about us. From this 1t follows that a commumty of samts or gnostic bemgs,
sadhunam ra;yam, or a Kmgdom of Heaven upon Earth, is a realisable ideal and
must one day be realised. The future belongs to the mysucs, not as a sect but
as an image of man to be. Microcosm of the macrocosm, man starts from animal
vitality and its act1V1ties but a self-fulfilled divine hfe is what he is secretly
after, his true objective. The mystics have been usually credited with the
techmque of deliverance or escape from the wheels of becoming, samsara, into
some ineffable Nirvana or the heavens beyond. They may yet prove to be the
architects of the "ra1bow bridge marrying the soil to the sky,"' amrtasya setuh.
Craftsman of the divine plan, they carry with them the msus of the deity
withm and the tools of the trans1ton, 1n theory as mn practice. Yoga 1s praxis,
nothing if not skill m works, as Krishna says. The mystics always emphasize
the need for seemng clearly and for self-exceedm,g instead of muddling through
or whirling round the mud and filth of assertive egos, dictatorships, plutocratic
or proletarian, or the tepid democracies of shopkeeprs with nothing high or ideal
to sustain them for long except as an endless game for politicians and the worldly
minded to play, since they know no other. Yoga or mysucism is a know-how
like any other to deliver us from the damnauon of our ways. We have not seen
the last of it yet.

(To be contunued)

SISIRKUMAR GHOSE
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NOTES

1. One of the earliest andwell-known works on this subject concludes with the
following not very bright but quite damaging observaton : "It (mysticism)
shall be called Bottom's dream, because It hath no bottom.''-Vaughan,
Hours with the Mystcs, 1856. In more sober language, "Neither the word
nor the thing is 1 good standing among us today.'-C. A. Bennett, A
Phlosophcal Study of Mysticsm, 7o. "Today," or was 1t "yesterday" ?
As Dean Inge pointed out, in Christian Mysticism: "The word mysttcism
has been almost always used in a slightly contemptuous sense in the rune
teenth century. It was supposed to mdicate somethmg repugnant to the
robust common sense and virile rationality of the British character."
God bless the "virile rationality" of the British character !

2. As Stace has pointed out, "The very word 'mysticism' is an unfortunate
one... better if we could use the words 'enlightenment' or 'illumination'
which are commonly used m India." (ystcism and Phlosophy, 15.)
This is quite true. "There is probably no more misused word in these
our days than 'mysttcism'."-Dom Cuthbert Butler, Western Mystcsm, 3.

3. Sri Aurobmdo, The Lafe Dwne, Ch. I. Also see W. R. Inge, Chrstan
Mysticsm, 5-6.

4. Swami Akhlananda, Hindu Psychology, 22.
5. Waite, Lamps of Western Mystsm, 243.
6. Evelyn Underhill, Mystcsm, Preface.
7. Lecomte du Nouy, Human Destiny, 153.
8. Junayid.
9. Robert Alfred Vaughan, Hours wth the Mystics, 27, xxxiii.

1o. "The empire of illusion," Kant called it in a moment of un-inspiration.
The word "escape" or "flight" does not have a parttcularly happy associa
tion. But really it is not so simple, not a negaton but a strategic move
ment of withdrawal. There are circumstances when "flight from the ttme::.
is the only proper positton" to take. Also, be it noted, there are va11ous
kinds of escapism; the mystics are not the only culprits."-W. R. Inge!
Mysticism zn Relzgzon, 146.

I I. "Is there then an unbridgable gulf between that which is beyond and
that which is here or are they two perpetual opposites and only by leaving
this adventure in Time behind, by overleapmng the gulf can man reach
the Etemal? ...That is what seems to be. at the end of one line of experience .
. . . But there is also this other and mdubitable experience that the Divine
is here in everything as well as above and behind everything.... It is a
significant and 1llummating fact that the Knower of Brahman even movmg
and acting in this world, even bearing all its shocks, can live mn some abso
lute peace, light and beatutude of the Divine. There is then here some
thing other than that mere trenchant opposition-there is a mystery, a prob
lemwhich one would thinkmust admit of some less desperate solution. This
spiritual possibility points beyond itself and brings a ray of hope mto the
darkness of our fallen existence."-Sn Aurobindo, On Yoga, I, 25-6.
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12. The mystic 1s never a peddler in petty reforms. But, as we shall see, his
presence rouses resentment. On two grounds : first, self-respect causes us
to regard such Intrusion as an intolerable impertinence; secondly, the
would-be reformer 1s gmlty of impertinence. This 1s the observation of
a philosophical crric, C. A. Bennett. It may be said, m defence, that no
genume mystic ever dreams of "intruding" or imposmg his will on others.
Sorokm, though he does not speak entirely from the mystical standpomt,
1s nearer the truth. "Our remedy demands a complete change of the
contemporary mentality, a fundamental transformation of our system
of values, and the profoundest modification of our conduct toward other
men, cultural values, and the world at large." The Crisis of Our Age, 321.
Agam : For "a transformat10n of the mentality of Western culture" he
does not believe m any "recommendation of purely mecharucal commu
nist1c or totalitarian 'socialization' and 'communization' ... Such mecha
nical procedure can give only the same disastrous results for society as
they have 1var1ably given before....There must be a change of the whole
mentality and attitude m the directlon of the norms prescnbed in the
Sermon on the Mount. When such a change occurs, to a notable degree
the techrucal ways of remodelling the economic and polltlcal structures
mn this direction become easy. Without this change, no mecharucal, poli
t1co-economic reconstruction can give the desired results.''Ibd., 319.

The distmction-or difference-between the two methods have been
stated by Sn Aurobindo with his usual clanty and competence. "The
churning of Matter by the ....human intellect to conquer matenal Nature
and use rt for 1ts purpose may break something of the pass1vrty and inertia,
but 1t is done for mater1al ends, in a rajasc spirit, with a den1al of spir1
tual1ty as its mental basis. Such an attempt may end, seems to be ending
indeed, m chaos and disintegration, while the new attempts at creation and
reintegration seem to combine the obscure rigidity of material Nature w1th
a resurgence of the barbanc brutality and violence of a half-animal vital
Nature. How are the spiritual forces to deal with all that or make use of
such a chummg of the energies of the material uruverse ? The way of the
Sp1rit 1s the way of peace and light and harmony; 1f it has to battle, it is
precisely because of the presence of such forces which seek either to ex
tingmsh or to prevent the spiritual light ..Materialism can hardly be spiri
tual in its basis, because its basic method is JUSt the opposite of the spmtual
way of dong things. The spiritual works from within outwards, the way
of matenahsm is to work from out inwards. It makes the inner the result
of the outer, fundamentally a phenomenon of Matter and it works upon
that view of things. It seeks to 'perfect' humanity by outward means
and one of its main efforts is to construct a perfect social machine which
will tram and oblige men to be what they ought to be. The loss of the ego
in the DIvIne is the spiritual ideal; here it is replaced by the immolation
of the 1drvidual to the military and industrial State. Where is there any
spirituality in all that ?" On Yoga, I, 8-9.
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(PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS TO THE 33RD INDIAN SCIENCE CONGRESS:
SECTION OF PSYCHOLOGY AND EDUCATIONAL SCIENCE)

(Continuedfrom August)

WE have throughout emphasised that a wide survey of the evolutional process
and its important stages and facts should be the basts of a comprehensive
psychological theory. A theory so widely based will alone be able to give a
comprehensive explanation of the vaned spheres of psychological hfe. We
have already shown how our theory is capable of explammg and reconciling the
facts of normal and abnormal psychology as also of religious and mysuc hfe.
Here we will do well to provide the facts of the evolutional background of
our theory a little more fully.

Accepting McDougall's marks of behaviour for determining consc1ous
act1on, We find the amoeba our practical starting-pomt, though as the same author
says "there is no obvious lower limit to the scale of purposiveness". The prmn
ciple of continmty too is today empirically better founded than it ever was and
that too would forbid us to assert abrupt beginnings in nature. The emergence
of consciousness we nouce m the amoeba must therefore be rather supposed to
have ansen out of a substratum of the subconscious, which we might call the
Primordial Unconscious. Now out of this tiny but widening flicker of the amoe
ba's conscious as the animal species advance a secondary unconscious is progres
s1vely formed. This field of the unconscious needs to be distinguished from that
of the Pnmordial Unconscious for the reasonthat its contents have been 1n cons
ciousness and are for that reason more easily available to consciousness agam.
This secondary unconsc10us advances in extent as the species of orgamc hfe
evolve more complex forms oflife. Homo Sap1ens, when he appears, has a subs
tantally wider consciousness, but he has a still wider secondary unconsc1ous
embodymg the whole history of animal evolution. The experiments and ex
periences of the precedmg ammal species are in substance available to Homo
Sapiens. The wtld hfe of Homo Sapiens soon develops mto the primitive
hfe of man. Institutions begin slowly to grow and mould his hfe. But a long
tume does really separate the modem man from the begmnnmngs of those 1sti
tutions, when the civilising process started. The primitive man's experience of
attempts at civilised hfe constitutes in Itself a vast realm of the unconscious.
This is the same as Jung's racial unconscious. The modern adult man's make
up is evidently very vast andcomplex. His range of the conscious is w1de. That
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yields to him a rich harvest of personal experience constituting a further field
of the unconscious, which is the personal unconscious. It, however, stands upon
the foundatuon of the racial unconscious contaimng all the archetypes of mot1
vations, detected by Jung, findmg expression in the general trends and sym
bolsms of human mythology, dreams, etc. Next to that comes the unconsc10us
conserving the experiences of the animal ancestry gomng back to the very begin
nings of life. And then must come the general base of the Primordial Uncons
cious out of wlu.ch the first emergence of consc10usness must have taken
place.

The successive layers of the unconscious constitute the past, the history
of the modem adult. It 1s a tremendous task to explore even in a small measure
the contents that he therem at its various strata. Freud and Jung have had the
daring, pauence and penetration to probe 1to the secrets of the unconscious,
and by havng tackled nature m 1ts obscurest and most difficult reg10ns have
rendered real yeoman's service to all science.

What are the general types of relat1on between the conscious and the un
conscious is a question of very great importance. Repression 1s one general
relation, involvmg a variety of modes of relation as represented by the different
forms of defence reactions. Besides that, there is another kmd of relauon, the
one obtamning 1n a process of growth between the present stage and the pre
ceding stages. In the case of repression the unconscious 1s mn oppos1ton to the
conscious, which holds it down by main force; in the other case the unconscious
is mn co-operation with the conscious, undertaking to execute mechanically a
host of movements and relieve the conscious for tacklmg s1tuat10ns needmg
attention. But m its co-operation there is an essent1al oppos1ton. The uncons
cious has mdeed contributed to growth, but 1t Imposes a lmitaton upon the
conscious inasmuch as the unconscious 1s not amenable to a conscous control.
It is a mechansmng force and tendency. The growth and the workmng of habit
illustrates the action of the unconscious clearly. Habrt 1s truly a principle of
economy m life. The child progressively relegates to habits the newly acqmred
reactions so that 1t may go ahead with the mastery of fresh tasks. But 1t hardly
needs much evidence to show that habit is also a lmuung factor upon human
character, felt most acutely where new s1tuatons demand new adjustments.
The consciousness then feels restricted and cramped by the existmg mecham
sations of life's energy. The pedagogic principle advocated by Rousseau, that
no habits should be formed, recognised at the least the lmutaton whch habit
imposes upon conscious guidance and control of life.

The unconscious seems to be the sphere of mechamcal workmg within the
general purposive scheme of orgamc life. That mcidentally shows the role that
mechanical acton might play in the general scheme of teleological behav1our.

The above is too general a characterisation of the evolutional process of
consciousness and also of the relation between the conscious and the uncons-
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c1ous. Surely the evolution is an experimental process and the growth of
consciousness has not taken place 111 a straight hne. There has been much
trial and error and the detailed facts of evolution bear out that there have been
abortive attempts and regressions, fixations and a lot ofother faulty movements.
But on the whole, it is evident that there has been a progress m the measure and
eTic1ency of consciousness. Virtually we could say that evolutuon represents an
urge for ever greater consciousness, but that is really equal to say1ng that it is
moved by an urge for wholeness or whole lving, as clearly expressed m the
modem man, since that too involves the progressive conquest of the uncons
cious by the conscious. Thus a general survey of the evolutonal process does
suggest and support the thesis we have presented.

Our thesis can yet clamm a further mer1t. We had stated in the begmmng
ofour expos1t10n that the contemporary schools ofpsychology present a problem
of the first order to any comprehensive psychological theory. Now 1t appears to
us that our thesis is capable of showing a way of reconciliation among these
schools. This it aclueves through an essential widening of the concept of the
psyche. To the conscious and the subconscious 1t discovers and adds the
superconsc1ous. The superconscious to it is an 1mplication of evolution itself.
Just as any stage of evolution, whatever it be, has 1ts present character and
its past history, so too has it a course offuture growth given to 1t as a poss1bl1ty
belonging to the nature of things. The last phase mn reference to the present
is the superconscious. Now the superconscious of man, as explored and
investigated by Indan traditional psychology and present yogic experience,
seems to reveal the true character of the evolutional process as a whole. The
superconscious state is fundamentally a consciousness completely orgamsed
and harmomsed and clearly proves to be a form and plane of consciousness
distmct from that of the average human divided consciousness. This fact comes
fittingly m the wake of human consciousness and therefore shows the end and
goal toward which all conscious history seems to have tended. Thus we discover
and become sure of the urge for wholeness as the most fundamental trend of
evolution.

Now if the wide scope of our thesis and its general trend are clearly appre
ciated 1t wll not be too difficult to see how 1t can reconcile the confuctmg schools
of contemporary psychology. While considermg the general relation between
consciousness and unconsciousness we have shown above how the unconscious is
virtually the mechamsing tendency of life. If that is true then we have reconciled
the maJor conflict of our schools, v1z., that ofmechanism and teleology. To that
we can add a fact of superconscous lfe. It has been observed that people
through certamn exercises of Hatha yoga involving an intensive d1scrpline of
attention and will are capable ofstoppmg a physiological reflex like the heart-beat.
As a phenomenon it is an interesting fact. But what is its value for a psycholo
gical theory? Does it not show that what 1s ordmanly mechamcal and out of
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the control of consciousness can be recovered to conscious guidance through a
special cultivation of will? Evidently as mechanical action it must already be a
subconsciously purposive act1on. Ifour argument is valid then the behaviourists
may well now know the proper form and sphere of mechanical action which they
have always extended too widely. There can thus be an understanding between
the two prmcipal warring schools of psychology.

It is 1nteresting here to refer to two attempts recently made to find a way
of reconciliation among the contemporary schools. Woodworth really does
not attempt a synthesis. He is content to discuss each school by 1tself. However,
he is not depressed by the conflicts and the so-called crisis of psychology
and hopes that 'the-middle-of-the-roaders', the large body of independent
psychologists, who are anxious to assimilate from each school, will develop
the synthetic psychology of the future. But Levine, the author of Current Psy
chologies arms at a 'critical synthesis'. However, mn place of a critical synthesis
one finds the conclusion that "the boundaries that delmeate each school have
not been so rgd as to prevent the mfiltration of principles fundamental to each.
There are no closed systems". Regardmg the conflict of mechansm and teleo
logy his statement is more interestmg. He writes, "Even Watson has brought
in consciousness by the backdoor." Further he says, "The deeper we probe into
the working of mechanism the less mechanical human behaviour appears. For
a mechanism that performs prodigies of adaptation is to all intents and purposes
an entelechy."

However, this reconciliation of mechanism and teleology is obviously
different from ours. For us mechanism is a valued principle of action. But
it is the operation of the unconscious, recoverable to conscious purposive
guidance.

The Gestalt school will evidently receive our hearty endorsement regardmg
its perception of the gestalt qualtat and tendency to close up gaps as funda
mental principles of psycho-phys1cal behaviour. But 1t needs to recognise,
from modern abnormal psychology, the psyche's relative independence of
the body, so that the unvarying emphasis on psycho-phys1cal parallelisms
is modified. Freud, Jung and Adler can be heartily assunilated into the wide
terms of our theory. The sex of Freud and the masterymotive of Adler are terms
arising out of and belonging to the human psyche upto the plane of thinking
consciousness. As soon as we are able to recognise the superconsc10us plane,
the plane of asp1rat1on or whole-wlling, as different from that of egoistic des1ring,
we shall see a consciousness above conflict. To that harmonised consciousness
the impulsions of sex, like any other, and ther repress1ons or diversions, are all
relatively foreign. Therefore sex cannot be fundamental and final. The mastery
motive too involves a situation of conflict and represents a divided state of will.
The state of whole-w11lmg and its proved reality alone can show the correct
perspective of these motivations. It 1s m fact in the ignorance of that fact of
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whole-willing that these, as some other opinions, continue to appear to us as final
truths of human nature.

This is in broad indications the critical synthesis and reconciliation, which
our theory is capable of offering on the much vexed question of the contemporary
schools of psychology. Evidently it is impossible for us to go into greater details
over thus 1sue, even though it may mean a valuable substantiation of our thes1s.

I am conscious of the length to which I have taxed the pauence of my
audience. But I would yet append a few words regarding the promise of Ind1an
psychology. We haw already seen that the standpoint of Indian psychology is
all its own. Yoga is mdeed an art. It aims at the achievement of a state or a form
of consciousness. But that involves a standpoint which is, in the first mstance.,
conscious of the goal, the evolutionally possible goal of human consciousness
and then seeks to understand and interpret human consciousness in the light of
that goal. The Gita presents a superb gem of psychological truth in its account
of the desireless action possible when the Dwandwas, the dualities of experience,
have been transcended and reconctled. This fact throws an illurninatlng light
on the impulses and desires of the average hfe and without 1t we should be
lost m the conflicts and anomalies of average mental life. The western psycho
logy, even purposivist, turns to the past history for explammg the present.
But in a system each part derives its meaning from the whole. In mterpreting
any stage of evolution we must attempt to cons1der possibly as large a part of the
process as possible and not confine ourselves only to the course so far traversed
without considering the full implications of the direction for the future it is
tending to take.

This standpoint of Indian psychology and culture as a whole gave it the
seeking and interest for the investigation and discovery of the superconsc1ous
states. These states and the methods of their achievement are as important
to man as ms destlny. They mvolve the knowledge and the means of the deve
lopment of personality, of the realisation of wholeness in life. Evidently a
psychological investigation and appraisal of these states is of immense value.
We have shown above how the fact of psychic consciousness is a supreme
psychological fact helpmg us to clarify many of our difficulties. That evidently
mvolves the problem of transformation or conscious sublimation. The question
is, how is a normal indrv1dual to rause himself above conflict to the status of
whole living ? The Indian literature of yoga as well as modern yogic experience
contams a great deal on the subject, which we have yet to explore, mvestigate
and appraise for the benefit of general psychology.

(Concluded)

INDRA SEN



NOLINI'S ATHLETICS

In the last two issues we published Nolni Kanta Gupta's reminiscences
of hs athletcs. Now we present to our readers the observatons, mn
two parts, made at close quarters by one to whom he has affecttonately
referred as his coach. One of the valuable features of the observations
s the number of authentc facts andfigures bearng on Nola's acheve

ments on the Sportsground.

I

THE utility of games and sports, especially in the spiritual life, has been brought
home to us by the Divine Mother herself. 'By setting a personal example' ...
Had she not herself played Table Tennis, and then Tennis, had she not gven
a direct encouragement to us by her presence day after day for hours together
durmg our Sports season and given each of us her smtlmg appreciation m every
case, our physical cultures activities would not have attained the standard they
now have. Seeing her taking part mn physical activities, elderly Sadhakas like
Nolin1, Amrita, Pavitra, Purani, Anlbaran, the late Naren Das Gupta, the late
Nolini Kanta Sen and others more or less of their age Jomed the marching
exercises. At the bottom of our girls' enthusiasm for sports and games, and of
their equality with the boys in some items, even of their superiority to them 1n

certam events there hes the Mother's particular concern for physical perfection.
There is no lack of foolish argument m our country against sports : "When
did our ancient Yogis and Samts take part in sports ? If they had no such
need why should the Yogis of to-day have??? The ancients were never without
sports and amusements. The Rislu Jamadagm practised archery. It is on record
that one day he was shootmg arrows and his wife, Renuka Devi, helped 1
collectmg and bringmg them to him. The burnmg sun fatigued her so much
that the Rush fitted his arrow to the bow to hit the sun. Frightened, the sun-god
came down and appeared before the Rishi and said that according to the divine
dispensation his function was to give heat and light to the earth, but to save the
lady from trouble he would present her with a pair of sandals and an umbrella.
It is said that since then the umbrella and shoes have been in use. It is not only
that the women helped their husbands and relatives in such sports; when neces
sary they themselves fought side by side with them. On the battlefield, when
queen Vishpala, wife of kmng Khela, lost her thgh, the twin divine phys1cans
Aswmikumaras, gave her an iron thigh, at the request of the king's priest,
Agastya. Was this the beginning of "artificial limbs" ?
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Even among the gods there was provision for happy competition. Surya,
daughter of Surya, was to select the most successful competitor for her husband.
The terms of the competition were : whoever would be the first to reach the
sun-world would wm her hand. The Aswin1kumaras won the race and the prize.

Our beloved Captam, Manoj (himself a champion 1n Athletics and an ace
student of hus time and an adept in histrion1cs, now a Professor at the Sri
Aurobmdo Intemat10nal Centre of Education) has most impressively dwelt at
length onPhyscal Educaton nAncent Inda m the April number ofour Bulletin
of Physcal Educaton.

We now come to Nolini's athletics. The difference between an ordinary
athlete and Nolini is that he took athletics as part of Sri Aurobindo's Integral
Yoga Even after stepping into his seventieth year he has made striking
progress. This has been possible by hts earnest personal effort and by the
Grace of the Mother. He has proved that the mam enemy of athletics 1s not
age but lack of the sense of youthfulness.

In 1955, at sixty-s1, despite his practce of Long Jump all round the year
he got disqva':fed m all the three competitive jumps before the Mother. The
three rounds of laughter from the spectators vanished in the air because Nolini
remamed the same unperturbed figure as he always is. He felt how such
defeats affect younger nerves.

"Can an ever-happy being even in a distracted moment sense the feelmg
of the afflicted ?

How can one who has never been bitten by a venomous snake feel its
tearmng pain ?"

Here in the test of merit it is the bite of frustration. Here the Yogi had
to pay the htghest price of his Karmayoga (Yoga in Action)-sama jaya par@jayo
(equal in victory and defeat).

Just two years after, in his sixty-eighth year he won the first place in
Long Jump, and thus reminded us of the great words of Sri Aurobindo in
Savitr :

"His fatlure is not failure whom God leads."
Or

"Man can accept his fate, he can refuse."

If he could take the Jump from the last point of limit, then he could easily
exceedh1s 1957 record of 3m 85cm not by several inches but by two feet or more.
For others of that age this would be an ummaginable feat.

Nervousness, though undesirable, is natural to us in the hour of compe
tition. The goddess of sleep keeps her benign face away from us for even a
week before that hour. That 1t is sheer weakness of our vital being is a lmle
difficult to admit for sadhakas like us. Much to our surprise, Noli has given
us no chance to see him mn jitters,
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Our Amrita became a member of the Blue Group. Marching exercises
he did-unexpected, unbelievable, quite contrary to hus nature. But he left
the Group a few years later. However, despite his being in a whirlwind of
work he would be present on the Sportsground on the days of "his" Nolrm's
athletic competitlon. One can easily predict that wherever Noli is present,
Amr1ta also is sure to be. Lakshmana knows, and so do we, that he has no equal
m standmg by Rama; Rama too feels m the heart of hs heart :

Dese dese kalatran dese dese ca bandhavah,
Tatu desari na pasyami yatra bhrata sahodarah.

(Wives and friends can be found everywhere,
But at no place a brother of my own.)

On January 13, 1962, on Nolmu's birthday an inmate of the Ashram wanted
to know from Amr1ta f hs relations with Noli were frendly or brotherly.
Amrita kept silent for a while, taken aback. "He is my fnend ? You people
may think so. But I always look upon lum as my own elder brother."

Two flowers on one stalk. Such joint lives dedicated to the Mother are
an example to all the Ashram.

Now for an anecdote wluch looks but is not a cock-and-bull story.
One day Abmnash Bhattacharya, a fellow-prisoner of our Sudhir (Captain

Mona's father) 1n the Andamans, was witnessmg the Marchmg Exercises in the
Ashram playground. The sight of Nolmni's running upset the gentleman. He
said to Sudhr : "Sudhr, stop Nolmu from runmng. God knows when he
may make a scene by a fall. Is he not aware that he has long passed hus youth ?
I tremble at the sight." "Dada," said Sudlur, "have you seen Nolmni partici
patng m the running and jumpmg competition ?"

"Competition ! at this age 1 If I were not an eye-witness here I would
not believe It. Of course, everythmg is possible for a Yogi. If I were asked to
give a jump, I would at a bound Jump over to the next world. At any rate,
I may pass the rest of my life m bed, limbs broken. Sudhir, you are laughing,
but my heart skips a beat for Nobm."

To come back to Nobm's athletrcs. Though it may sound unbelievable,
1n 1954 at the age of 65, he breasted the tape in the IOO m sprint with his best
timing of 14.9 s. He could have easily bettered 1t by I s had he been able to
mamtain lus umfrom speed from start to fimsh. Alas, the last twenty metres of
the race did not fully surrender to hus fleeting feet. Of course, nmety out of
hundred suffer th1s fate. But never was Nolim compelled to cover the final
20 m with the speed of Slow Cycle Race as dud the Pakistan1 sprinter, of course
unwillingly, in the World Olympics held in London 1 1948.

In 1954 Nobm came off not only first in the IOO m sprint but also third
3
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in the 200 m. Time for the latter: 32.4 s. But one year later the athlete Nolini
rose to his best timing (31.6 s.) m the 200 m. sprint.

A striking event. In 1958 while practsmng 200 m he dropped down after
having covered 4o m and got hurt in two or three places. He stood up and said
to his co-runner : "Who but I should fall ? I could not give the full measure
of concentration that I should have had before the start." Here is the difference
between him and ourselves. In such a case we blame our fate, whereas he
who believes in self-effort blames hls personal lapse. In a few seconds Gangaram,
our genial Athletic Coach (himself a matchless athlete m his time) ran up to the
spot and gave him first aid.

In 1955 Nolini took part in the most arduous of all the races, for it demands
both speed and stamina--4oo m. Time : r.20.6 s. At the age of 66 to compete
in a 400 m race is a matter of surprise not only for an Indian but for any athlete
in the world.

Another surprise. Two years earlier he had chosen tae most exacting and
difficult of all the jumpmg events-Hop, Step and Jump. In this he won the
third place beating his fellow-competitors of less than half his age.

1955-15.2 S

195615.3
1957-15.3 S

1958-15.4 S

1959-15.4 S

To keep up the same standardwith negligible variation for five years succes
sively, especially in a 100 m sprint, is unimaginable.

Here in the Ashram all work is part of our Sadhana. To look upon success
and failure with an equal eye is our first essential. Victory or defeat made
no difference to Nolin1. A burning and lasting enthusiasm was he.

It is observed that indifference to results cannot make for the perfection
of anything. To have enthusiasm for an actlon whose results are no concern
for the doer is a very difficult matter.

"Thou hast a right to action, but only to action, never to its fruits."

On 29th May, 1953, it is doubtful if Hillary and Tenzmng could have
scaled Everest and planted on 1ts summit the banner of victory had they
literally followed this prmciple of the Gita.

In 1955 two elderly Sadhaks of the Ashram, participating m the Athletics
competition, were on the track to show their worth to the Mother. They
entertained no thought of victory or defeat, honour or dishonour. They had
never been seen mn field practice. They presented themselves on the fixed
day at the fixed hour and at the fixed place for an 80 m race. The batch ahead
of them ran off. Now was their turn. They took their positions with some
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difficulty without the help of starting blocks. The stentorian orders of Pranab
(Director of Physical Education) went forth one after another: "Get on your
marks", "Set", "Go". Strange ! No sign of their start. Those near about
asked, "Why the delay?" Turning to hus co-runner, one of the two said,
"Let us then start." "You go first." "How can I ?" You are on my right.
We have to run abreast 1n a line." During the everyday marching exercises
they had heard Pranab say, "Keep in line by the nght." How could it be other
wise here ? At last at the impatient shouts of the spectators, they got up, to the
position of "attention". Then began, m full swmg, their runnmg race based
on nskama-karma principle. The two reached the finishing line together ;
neither precedmg the other. If one slowed down a bit, the other adjusted his
speed accordmgly, Just to keep mn line. Thus they came up to the Mother.
This was the result of the so-called niskama-karma. This is how our niskama
karma gets reduced at times, to a lifeless and ridiculous affair. But in every
action of Noli one can find a full measure of his zest and enthusiasm. In
sports hus interest, earnestness and enthusiasm do not end in himself only,
he shares his feelmgs with all.

Nohm participated also in Hammer and Shot-Put after regular and syste
matic practice. His Coach in Hammer was his beloved Rajen, ever-young,
ever-zealous and ever friendly to all sportsmen. Disregarding pain here and
there m his body Nolini earned on without a break his daily practice in these
two items. Thoughtless fellows like us might read in this an ambition to win
a lugh place. But the fact was : he was quite against pampering the pamn by
keeping to bed and persuading himself that he was helpless. His aim was to
1gnore and reject pain altogether from his body. Indeed, herein lies the secret
of a true sportsman.

(To be continued)

CHINMOY



iNDIA AND AMERICA

A DIALOGUE

INDIA: My young sister, little did you or the world know why out of an
old colony you sprang up into being, a fresh, new nation. Time reveals its secret
long, long after. Nature cares for the thing done, not its explanation.

AMERICA : By the way, the world has always much to learn from Nature.
All solid work presupposes silent effort. The quest of Truth, above all.

INDIA : Because you understand this well, you are prospering and flourish
ing in so many directions.

AMERICA : Maybe. But what about the secret you have mentioned ?
INDIA: Every nation, like every man, has its own raison d'etre. You have

yours and you are gradually discovermg it.
AMERICA : Different minds have different conceptions. Difficult to deter

mine the correct one.
INDIA : Difficult, no doubt. Hence time reveals the correct thing, where

we have not the Seer's msight for guidance.
AMERICA : You are the Mother of rish1s, seers, sages, saints. You have the

luck and the advantage of their insight, their fore-knowledge, their forewarning
and correct gmdance if you care to profit by them. You are expected to know
your rason d'etre best and act accordingly.

INDIA: You are rght 1n your premises, right in your expectation too, but...
AMERICA : Oh, the times are perverted.
INDIA : Hence the consequences of the failmgs of a few at the top are

visited upon the entire nation. Could Communist China, for instance, humiliate
me if my own children m power had not already humiliated me by ignoring
the Seer-voice of the one who 1s one with my soul ?

AMERICA : It's a well-known fact. The pity is that we learn from mistakes,
most often from costly m1stakes.

INDIA : That mght apply to mfants and mfant nations. For an ancient
nation with her acqmred light and unrivalled culture, such follies are ...Alas,
it's a natural effect of the practical negation, that my present condition is, of my
ancient self.

AMERICA: Well, sister, negations negate themselves m time. Don't they ?
INDIA : They do. Truths, side-tracked by mental choice, re-assert them

selves by their own force. But only after the consequent disasters.
AMERICA : Obviously much of the avoidable could surely have been

avoided if the timely warnmg had been taken. Of all countries in the world,
you are the one to illustrate the infallibility of the Seer-vision compared to the
mtellectual. I believe, however, that your gemus will rise to the occasion,
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make up for the shortcomings and push ahead to your destined
prosperity.

INDIA : Certainly, but with your continued help and good will, as now.
AMERICA : I unreservedly pledge you both.
INDIA : I know you too well to need a pledge. But how on earth could

you believe 1n my "destuned prosperity" ?
AMERICA : That's anyhow my intuutuve feeling, now grown into a convic

tion. I firmly believe that your stabilised economy and growing prosperity will
be the best bulwark against any mroad of false ideology on your sacred soil of
the Truth.

INDIA : Such intuitive feeling and such clanty and quickness of perception
are additonal blessings to the freshness of your youth.

Moreover, the secret of your greatness hes m your receptivity to new ideals,
your openness to truths from above the known regions of your science and,
naturally, to your inherent and insatiable spirit of progress .

AMERICA : Who knows how long all these will endure, especially their basis
which you finely define as 'the freshness of youth'.

INDIA : Do you believe m the eternity of the soul ?
AMERICA : I do.
INDIA : Then act up to your belief. Keep consciously linked up with your

soul, practise livmg in it, at least as much as you live in your mmd, and, be sure,
you will have eternal youth, and its freshness will remain a perpetual fount of
your mounting progress .

AMERICA : Poss1ble perhaps to an individual or a group. But for a nation...
INDIA : Possible also for a nation. The world remains nowhere stuck up in

its onward march. It is progressively growmg into a new creation with new
capact1es...

AMERICA : You of the East are much too prone to high idealisms. Christ's
millenmum still remams a classic promise.

INDIA : Idealism is but a projection of a corresponding reality behind.
Naturally, it makes for its own reahsat10n. Now the reahsation is nearing.
Says my Seer-son :

ccit comes at last, the day foreseen of old,
What John in Patmos saw, what Shelley dreamed,
Vision and vam imagination deemed,
The City of Delight, the Age of Gold."

The Divme Mother who presides over my destiny and of the world has
heard 'the Hour of God' strike, the Hour ushering in the Age of Gold. She has
also given the command to be ready for the great Hour.

AMERICA : You speak wonderful things. Man's hope of ages is nearing
realisation so soon ?

INDIA .Without doubt.
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AMERICA : But doubts do arise. How to believe ?
INDIA : Such things are not for the mind to believe but for the soul. Re

member Christ : "We walk by faith, not by sight" And St. Augustine :
"Faith is to believe what we do not see, and the reward of faith is to see what
we believe."

You, my sister, are in the vanguard of the nations ranged agamst the forces
offalsehood and darkness. If your vision is blurred by doubt, it will be a calamity
for you and the world. Says my Seer-son one- with the Divine :

•..The future lies with the men and nations who first see beyond both
the glare and dusk the gods of the morning and prepare themselves to be fit
instruments of the Power that is pressmg towards the light of a greater ideal."

Well, my sister, if you could give me so much ofyour material aid on credit,
why hesitate to take thus statement of my DIvmne Son's infallible vis1on on
credit too ? It is a question of trust which you can test mn the very near future.

AMERICA : I admit that things above mental grasp are not arguable. If
poets and thinkers can visualise thrngs of the Beyond, the vision of a Seer-poet
one with the Divine must be of infinitely greater weight and command unques
tioned acceptance.

INDIA : I admire the breadth ofyour outlook. Your outlook, I know well,
is naturally prospective. That is another secret ofyour progressive spirit. Says
my Son again, "We do not belong to the past dawns but to the noons of the
future." The greatness you have so far achieved is but basic. So is your inde
pendence. Like mine and other so-called 'free' nations'. Your fuller great
ness waits on your fuller independence.

AMERICA : 'Fuller independence' in what sense ?
INDIA : In the supreme sense of the Spirit.
AMERICA : How ?
INDIA : Men make up nations. And if men are slaves of themselves ? ...
AMERICA : True, but how is one to stnke off this slavery ?
INDIA: That is India's part to show, not by theory so much as by example,

and by a formative or transforming Force along with the example, but only on
one condition-your cheerful consent and sincere co-operation.

AMERICA : Now perhaps I can trace the connect1on of these words with
'the Hour of God' you have referred to.

INDIA : Oh yes.
AMERICA: It's a question of great moment and of supreme interest. We

are materially independent yet dependent on matter. The riddle has to be solved
and true independence secured. Till then our independence] 1s smmply
glorified nonsense.

INDIA : Not quite so, sister. A sound material base is the first pre-reqmsite
for a supraphysical structure. Again, to be cooped up in matter alone is as
[disastrous as to get altogether away from it into the Spirit. Now in 'the Hour
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of God', His great new Force will dissolve all divisions-ofMatter from Spirit,
ofmanfromman, of nation from nat1on-mto the supreme fact of His integral
oneness. Tlus unseen fact of the indivisible oneness, now hiding behind this
world of multtple diversity, will come to the front and be a patent and dynamic
cohesive Force .

AMERICA : A sound philosoplucal ideal.
INDIA : The ideal of today is to be a concrete reality in the not-too-far-off

tomorrow. Otherwise 'the Hour of God' would be a horrible Void.
AMERICA: I take you at your word. Nothing is llllpossible for the Omni

potent One. But what about 'the Hour of God' and 'His great New Force' ?
INDIA : The Ommpotent One has now chosen to man1fest Himself through

His qll-creative Force m order to hasten the snail-pace progress in evolution
and save the world from the menace of self-anmhilation. This Force has now
come down on earth and is powerfully acttve everywhere. It is the Force from
far above the mind. That's why it is named the Supramental Force. From
1910 to 1950 my Divine Son spent almost a full half-century of concentrated
tapasya over its descent on earth ; and the Mother who is working with this
Force has declared that 'the Hour of God', already envisaged by my Drvine Son,
is near and has given the signal to prepare for it.

AMERICA : Suppose you take up the work of world-liberation at once, do
you expect the world will follow, or co-operate with you ? The world of the
present, like Nature, or worse thanNature, is still red in tooth and claw, living
in the meancmng shadow of nuclear extinction.

India : And so the world is yearrung more and more for peace, safety and
un1ty, 1s 1t not ?

AMERICA : Obviously.
INDIA: That is why, in response to this World-wide cry, the Lord has

decided to come down and alter the very root of man's mutual menace.
AMERICA : By 'the very root' you mean human nature ?
INDIA : How quick and correct 1s your hit !
AMERICA : But how shall we prepare for His Hour ? The world's craving

for peace has caused His descent, you mean ? Is that enough ?
India : If the world intensifies its cravmg for peace and is determined to

stake everything upon it and feels that no human power, however nughty and
resourceful, can give 1t except the Divine Power, that will suffice to generate
the proper atmosphere for a radical change to come about. Yet these are
elementary condrtuons....

AMERICA : The emancipation of men and nations from themselves is incon
ceivably more difficult than political or economic emanc1pat1on. What was so
long a more or less individual concern has to be a mass-scale affair. The pre
parations, therefore, must be on an unprecendented scale and of a nature
perhaps best known to you.
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INDIA: Not quite known to me either. As it is an altogether new Force
in the long history of mankind, we have no precedent to go by. But this much
I can confidently say that if man's aspiration for change of nature becomes sin
cere and mtense and he freely, unreservedly gives himself up to Hmm, puts
himself in His hands, then He will take the whole burden upon Himself and
His work will be easy, swift and effective.

AMERICA : Is self-giving to a cause so easy ?
INDIA : If not-and I admit it's no easy thing-then a will to change and a

strong and unshakable faith in His Grace wtll suffice.
AMERICA : To this minimum man must r1se.
INDIA : Your ready acceptance of this as the minimumbespeaks again your

progressive spirit. Not for a paltry purpose was thus gft divinely vouchsafed
to you. It will now direct itself, I see clearly enough, to the mghest ends of true
emancipation of the world. You have so long saved the world from self
destruction by your tremendous scient1fic power as at least an adequate counter
weight to the opposmg forces and by your determined stand agamst them.
The free world owes the continmty of its freedomto this power of yours and to
your unflinching stand. You are building up its material base by an unstlnted
flow of your wealth. All this you have done and are doing, as your leadmg
children say, in your own national interest, as an effective measure of your self
preservation. This is certamly true, but believe me, s1ster, th1s is not the whole
truth. My clear conviction is that by serving your national interests, you have
served and are serving also a hugh drvmne Purpose. You yourself will be con
scious of it, as in 'the Hour of God', it unrolls itself to the human view.

If your progressive spint 1s an instrument of action of the Divine Purpose,
so is your wealth. Mind you, your wealth is as much His gift as your genius and
your talents. As you have been so long the leading defensive force of the free
world under the leadersmp of your mind, so, in the coming days, under the
leadership of your soul, you will perhaps be the mamn instrument of His supreme
purpose-the creation of a new world in the old, a world not governed and
shaped, as hitherto, by powerful political blocs, their wills and drplomaces,
but a world entirely governed by the Supreme's Will and Power. Herein hes
hidden your rason d'etre : in your whole-hearted participation in th1s g1gantc
divine work lies its consummation. Can you refuse th1s your hgh destiny ?

AMERICA : I couldn't and I wouldn't. And even if I would, the Lord
wouldn't let me.

INDIA : In your voice rings His note of Victory. Let us Jo1n our hands,
hearts and souls in Hts Service tll the world-in-two with 1ts endless httle
divisions and sub-divisions in each becomes an mdissoluble one, and the One
World becomes one with the One.

AMERICA : Amen.
TINKARI MITRA
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SOMETIMES things happen when you least expect them. It happened like this.
During my last week in San Francisco my good friend, Dr Chaudhuri, of the
Cultural Integration Fellowship, inqmred if I would hke to spend a few days
with friends m Arizona. It would include, he said, some speechmakmg (nothing
loath), some sightseemg (Grand Canyon included) and still leave me plenty
of time to return to Columbia from where I was flymg home. They had a branch
at Sedona and the branch had expressed a desire ....

"Thy will be done. Arizona, here I come," I told Dr Chaudhuri on the
phone. A week later when the Astrojet dropped me at Phoenix airport the air
outside felt warm, almost hot. But how clean and sharp ! The heavy topcoat
which I carried like Sinbad the sailor was the only blot on the landscape and
slowly breakmg my back.

At the gate stood Mrs Duncan, smiling.
"- ?"
"Mrs Duncan, I presume ?"
No identification problem, you see. She was carrying a Tagore book 1n

her right hand while I had flung a Kashmir shawl across my left. The mgenuity
had paid off, on both s1des.

At the end of a hundred-mile drive through deserts, mountams, the Yucca,
the ubiquitous cacti and gleaming ghost towns we reached the little town of
Sedona at nightfall. Dmner at the Turtle Restaurant, with mosaics and paint
mngs by the Namajo Indians, was followed by a short hop home. It was dark
and dusty when we drove up to the-Crescent Moon Ranch.

At the s1ght of 1t something within me stirred. Vague memories-of
Tagore's book, the th1rd eye of Shiva, the Rodeo and the wild West. But I
was too tired-we had been talkmg non-stop, for the last two hours on all
subjects under the sun and some even beyond, from the IBM to Immortality,
mn the latter of which both the Duncans and I solemnly believed-to figure out
the mysteries of free association.

An entire cabm by the hillside had been left for my use. Cabm ? Yes sir,
but no log cabm. The age of horse-and-buggy was over. Three small, elegant
rooms, furn1shed with all utlitues, gas, cooking range, refrigerator, bath, heat
mg system, everything. Nothing could express more simply, beautifully and
eloquently the work of the Cultural Integration Fellowship on the physical plane.

And there were books. Any number. Mostly on Indian culture and allied
spiritual subjects. Ramana Maharshi, S1vananda, Vivekananda, Tagore, Gandh1,
Radhaknshnan, Sn Aurobmdo. I chose The Secret Teaching of All Ages: An

4I
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Encyclopaedc Outline of Masonic, Hermetc, Cabbalistic and Rosicrucian Sym
bolical Philosophy. The goddess of sleep must have smiled at my vanity. To
be frank, I dozed offpretty early. When I woke up at midnight there was silence
everywhere. And the book ? The book was lying ignommiously on the floor,
most of its secrets still intact. A gentle wind fanned my cheek while the stars
sent their benediction from above. Nearby horses neighed and cowbells tinkled.
It was a new but entirely satisfactory experience and I must have fallen asleep
again almost immediately.

When next morning I woke up, refreshed, the sunlight pouring through
the window was a blazing flood. Holy, holy, holy, it sang 1nmy veins. It was too
good to be missed and I dud not like to muss it. The chrpmng of the birds was a
reveille that could not be reasonably refused. I quickly dressed and went out.

What a vIew ! If the Fellowship had been looking for a venue for an
Ashram here it was.

On all sides stood the inscrutable hills, reminiscent, as Mrs Duncan had
pointed out the previous evemng, of the countryside round about Ajanta
Ellora, while the red earth could not help reminding me of Santiniketan. A
creek, that had made sweet music for me all mght, glided by. Not a house
within haling distance and no noise, none except that of the birds. I felt like
an Adam of the mormng and got back some of the innocence that life m
sophisticated San Francisco had robbed me of.

But even Adam needed breakfast and I presented myself duly at the
Duncan's retreat at eight o'clock. The house, on the ledge of a raised plot,
overlooked the creek. The garden had a Japanese touch, with its stones and
lights on the ground, while the interior was perhaps more Indian than most
Indian homes today.

After breakfast Mr Duncan, a man of few words but always sensible, left
for work. Mrs Duncan kindly took me round the ranch, a working ranch, as
she told me, with some cattle, a pear and an apple ranch. A modern Ashram,
shall we say ? As we stepped across the dusty, pebbly road the amazed cows and
horses looked for a moment at the intruders in their pasture before returnmg to
their accustomed activity. What struck me most about the place was the peace,
the peace everywhere. It was such a contrast to the image of Amenca andmy
own life m San Francisco during the last few months. To look at the young
lambs across the country green, the creek flowing through the red hills, a water
fall, the blaze of daffodils, and the whiff of meadow-sweet, the sunlight that
coiled content on the white branches of the sycamore tree,-it somehow recon
ciled you with reality.

Where is the refuge swept with cleansmg air
To soothe the anguish of the muddied mmd
So twisted on itself ? ....0 mind, be like a tree !
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How right the ancients had been m choosing inaccessible mountain heights
and lonely streams, away from the maddmg crowd ! Here sang peace, peace in
the air, peace m the grass, peace in the trees, and peace in the heart of one man.
I must have become a little absent-mmded. Mrs Duncan's gentle voice brought
me back to actuality. She was speaking about the Ashram there and how it had
begun, what difficulties and prejudices had to be fought against and how, slowly,
the 1dea was gainmg ground. It was fascinating, being with and listening to
this friendly, sensitive spirit, who knew and loved India so well. It was a lesson
in hope and humility, bemg with her, a tapasvini from the West. Frankly, there
was neither East nor West, only the Centre.

Later m the day, when I had a chance, I asked her a few questions which
she readtly answered.

"How long have you been interested in India and the spiritual hfe ?" I
asked her.

"Well," she spoke slowly in a soft voice, "I think I have been interested mn
the spmtual life always, even as a child. My first contact with India was, I
believe, through the writmgs of Tagore and Dhangopal Mukherj, both of
whom I later came to know and admire so much. I felt a ready response when
I read them. Then, in 1930, when I was going through a trying time, seeking,
you may say desperately seeking," she added with a smile, "one day my father
told me about Shr Keskar, who was then m the Roench Museum, New York.
I went to his classes and was thrilled. He taught the BhagavadGta, the Sutras
of Patanjal and the Bible. He was a very holy man and had no dogmatism, a
person who emanated the light. At this time I began having some 111.ner expe
rences, little ones, quickened, no doubt, by contact with hmm."

"How did you come across Tagore and Sri Aurobmdo ?"
"I met Tagore m Florence in 1931 Or so. I had been already interested

mn Indian religion and philosophy and he had asked me to visit India. But my
children were then qmte young. However, I went, 1n 1934, alone. The first
part of my stay I spent with the venerable and dear soul, Sri Keskar, mn the
small town of Ratnagr1. It was such a small town really. You could not even
buy postcards. But I believe I absorbed more of India that way, lvmng there,
than in any other. And, oh, Dival1, I shall never forget that. With him I later
went to Bombay and from there to AJanta-Ellora. And then, there were no
planes in those days, by train to Calcutta. There I met my old friend, Saumya
Tagore. Later I went down to Santmnuketan, for a short but memorable vusit.
How 1s 1t now ? But I was ill part of the time and had to go to Kashmir for a
change, stopping, briefly, at Banaras."

"And Sn Aurobindo ?"
'Its strange, but 1t was Saumya, the rad1cal revolutionary, who directed

me to him. He of course knew of my spmtual mterests. Did you know what a
great teaser he could be ? He used to call me the Mystery Mouse. I've forgotten
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what I called him. The Bengal Tiger, I suppose. But it was he who gave me
The Riddle of This World. That was the beginning, you might say. On return
I read Sri Aurobindo's Essays on the Gita. And more later. It's an ocean, you
know."

"How did the 'ocean' affect you ?"
"You see I was seeking for spiritual light and answers. I had found answers,

here and there, at different places. But I never found so many, at one place, as
1n Sri Aurobmndo. He also seemed to me a bridge between the past and the
present, between the East and the West too. Some of the Oriental writings did
not mean much to me, maybe due to my Western conditioning. Asceticism, for
instance, has never appealed to me. Sri Aurobindo's approach and attitude
seemed to make sense to me. For instance, his idea that all life is yoga. Also,
that the truth is within."

"You know Brownmg said the same thing about truth."
"Really ?"
"Here it is," I said, trying to remember the lines as best I could.

Truth is within ourselves; it takes no rise
From outward things, whate'er you may believe.
There is an inmost centre in us all,
Where truth ab1des in fullness; and around
Wall upon wall, the gross flesh hems it in,
This perfect, clear percept1on-which is truth.
A baffling and perverting carnal mesh
Binds it, and makes all error; and to know
Rather consists in opening out a way
Whence the imprisoned splendour may escape,
Than m effecting entry for a light
Supposed to be without."

"That's 1t," she said.
"But how did the Ashram idea come about ?" I inquired.
"You know," she said, looking at the hills beyond, "the dream of an

Ashram was not clear for a long t1me . It seemed to come to focus after we
acquired this property and after, I should add, meetmg Dr. Chaudhuri. He
himself was then in a difficult situation, didn't quite know whether to stay here
or to go back to India. We offered hmm the use of thus place. For his own
work he, however, preferred to stay in San Francisco. But from time to time
he would come down and talk to small groups. There, by the creek," she
pointed with a wave of her hand. "One day, speakmg of other thmgs, he talked
of this place as a perfect setting for an Ashram. That was the seed-idea, so to
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speak. But he believed in going slow. Then when we were in India again
we had an mtervew wIth the Mother. She sad, 'Now the work wll begin.'
That's all."

"What are your main activiues now and what changes or developments
do you foresee in the future ??

"Mam act1vit1es ? Well, I should say the gathermg of the group twice a
month, when we have readings and discussions. Then there is the book-lending
section, that is the library. And facilities for people who are interested to
come down and bide for a while, for rest, readmg and meditation. Occasionally
we invite people, even from India. Purani was here.''

"What else ?"
"You see our interest is m yoga, uruon or unity. My own interest for

years and years has been to unute the East and the West, first, of course, in
myself and then in whatever ...you know, wherever possible. One can only
try. Really the work is not ours. If we can make ourselves into mstruments,
that will be enough. About changes and developments, I would say that the
dream of the Ashram is slowly unfolding, mater1al1sing will be too bg a word.
I have hesitated to call it the Moon Ranch Centre, but more and more it is
commg to be called lke that. Do you thmk it is all nght ?"

"That's just about right, I should say.''
"We are buldng, or preparing slowly. You see the facilities now are few

and far between. But we are soon gomg to have another well, this will supply
water to the new bmldings that we hope to set up soon. But," she added after
a pause, "my own feeling has always been that an Ashram gathers round some
holy man or great soul. We don't have one, unless it be the great spmt of
Sr Aurobmndo. Puran1 sad, he 1s here. Perhaps one day other souls will come
too. At any rate, the current of exchange between this place and Pondicherry,
which is the focal pomt, 1s there. By this we do not mean or imply any exclu
sIve set or caste or creed. As I have saud, our 1deal is the ideal of unity and
that means the presence of diversity and the presence of a great soul, one who
unites all thus diversity. Perhaps more than one soul. If rt 1s destined, 1f it 1s
the wll of the DIvmne that 1t should be so, 1t will be done one day. What do
you say ?"

"I feel it will be done. It is already under way.''
"You really feel so?" asked Mrs. Duncan rather anx10usly.
"Indeed, I do. Mrs. Ducan, I am now gomg to ask you something rather

dreadful. Supposmg, at gunpomt, shall we say, someone were to ask you about
your credo or faith, what would you say ?"

"Gunpoint ?'' she raised her eyes mn alarm.
"That was a metaphor, misplaced," I readily assuaged her.
"Well, I believe (here the vo1ce fell very low, 1t was as if she was speakmg

to herself) m the Light within, withm myself, withm all of us, within Nature,
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within everything. And I also believe m the Bemng and Becoming and that
we are that Being m Process, unvetlmg the Truth inherent m all of us. But
are we unveiling the Truth or 1s It unveiling Itself ? I thunk It is." Stoppmg for
a second she continued, "And of course I have tned to see the One m myself
and in all. But," she added with an unfegned smile that had a lot of sunshine
in it, "I also forget it a good deal of time."

She was in excellent company, I assured her, at which the smile only
broadened a bIt.

"Another question, Mrs. Duncan. You know many people, mcludmg
Indians, say that India is a spiritual country. Do you really feel so ?"

"I do," she said without a moment's hesitation. "The great thing in Ind1a
s the spiritual undercurrent. You feel it all the time, provided one 1s a seeker
himself. I felt it strongly while I was there. India is the pearl ofgreat price.
Through the rise and fall ofnations she has been faithful to the spiritual idea,
more than most countries and cultures. That is a fact."

"You once said that mn America there are no holy men. Would you care
to explain ?"

"I should qualify that by saying that ifthey are there, I haven't met them
so far. By holy men I of course mean illummed souls. I have met many fine
souls here, but that is not the same thing. It is a great blessing, believe me, to
be able to sit at the feet of someone who has realised the Truth, the Self. One
hungers for it, one yearns for it."

"Mrs. Duncan, it is almost needless to ask you this, but do you believe
in the ideal of human unity ?"

"Oh, yes," was all that she said. Was there need for more ?
"One last question. Your first Indian teacher called you 'Lla', which 1s

our word for 'world-play'. Are you happy to be part of it ?"
"Yes, mdeed," but the smile soon turned pensive. But then again the

smile came back as soon as it had disappeared. "You know I liked the reaction
that this word always brought in India every tume 1t was mentioned. Every
one smiled." (No wonder. So did I.)

"Did you know Margaret Wilson ?" it was now her turn to ask.
"No, I did not." But I told her that I had heard of that gentle devoted

daughter of President Wilson who had spent her last days m Pondicherry, at
the Ashram.

"We were old friends. May I show you a letter she wrote to me ?
I think you will like 1t," and she brought me a somewhat faded script. It
read : This 1s to send you lovmg Christmas greetmgs and a prayer for the birth
of the Christ-child in us. Birth is never easy, is it ?-therefore the strammg
at the bonds, the groaning efforts which we think we are making, when it is
really nature in us straining to gve birth to the D1vine Child hidden 1 her
Heart. Perhaps we should be glad for the pain because then we know that the
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birth has indeed begun. In fact I think that I should be anxious if there were
no pam for fear that I was mistaken and the birth was not near. There seems
to be no escape ! Here in this place where everything is made as easy as possible
we groan and traval Just the same. But, oh Lo1s, to be able to gaze upon two
m whom the Self has been born is the greatest reassurance I have known." It
was a letter that ennobled one even to read; its very pam was but the passion for
perfection, for the new birth.

But how recount the experiences, the winged days ? It seemed a luminous
hand guided the turn of every event. The "children" were gathering, there
was no doubt about that. The smmple miracle was obvious every moment of
the four days I spent at the Crescent Moon Ranch. It is really hard to say how
the days passed, in the bhss of sohtude no less than in that of the most meanmg
ful of compamonships. Even the Grand Canyon loomed less large than this
growing awareness of the One World 1 many hearts. It seemed all so simple
and mevitable-the many friendly contacts, in the valleys, on hilltops, anudst
the fragrant pine forests, at downtown stores, with lonely artists lost in their
dreams, young couples who read Saur together, 1n schools bright with the
laughter of children and strange music in the mesa, Hallelujah m the- howling
desert.

When finally Mr and Mrs Duncan waved me farewell wtth our agreed
formula of "To be continued" (substitute for 'Goodbye') Crescent Moon
Ranch was soon lost behmd the silent hills. The Crescent Moon, I suddenly
remembered, was the symbol of new beginmngs, the new birth. Looking at the
full moon up above I knew the symbol was also a fact. Our parting was an illu
sion. The hour of the Great Birth had come. Kiphng was dead as the dodo.
On the shores of supermanhood the children of the future played the game of
games.

SISIRKUMAR GHOSE



A LETTER FROM AMERICA

(To A. B. PURANI)

Berkdey 7, California
July 8, 1963

JUST one year ago and you were here. And it seems but yesterday. I am longmg
to see you and come to the Ashram next spring. I hope I can get on an ocean
lmer and cross the seas and stay there as long as possible. There is nowhere
in all the world where I would rather be, nor anywhere where I could be nearer
the spirit and the shrme of Sri Aurobmdo ...Mr. T kindly gave me The Synthesis
of Yoga before I left the Crescent Moon last summer. I can never read Sn
Aurobmndo but what I feel that he is true altogether; that I am brought back to
the soul waitmg within me. What trust, what rest comes to me m the long
and endless passages ! Even the weight of ms greatness sustams us as the waters
of the ocean uphold the swimmer 1f he yields and balances mn them.

Some day I hope recordmgs will be made with magnificent v01ces, readmg
the passages from careful selections. Also recordmg of exposltlon which you
could do so wonderfully.

But nothmg will ever take the- place of the direct mttmate communion of
his words and ms spmt m the silence: of the mmd and the heart w1thm one.
There, I feel, one finds as much as can be revealed to one through intuition and
med1tat1on m the slow personal absorption that is entirely within one.

Sr1 Aurobindo has that rare gift of distullmng meaning from the Infinite
to the finite; of awakenmg the soul that slumbers 1n us gently and almost 1m
perceptibly. He unfolds m one or one unfolds m him-I cannot tell which. Tms
mysterious power fills us with 1ts life-giving essence far beyond the intellect
which ceases to define and exhaust him once 1t 1s confronted with a mmd of such
magnitude and a consciousness of such dimensions. Many humble folks hke
me approach him mn an Intuitive and subjectrve attitude and receive whatever
of Truth comes to one. What one perceives, that one understands; that much
becomes vital to one ....

IDA M. ROPER
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WHEREFROM

WHEREFR0M steals, 0 Love, Thy footstep's wonder-fall?
Art Thou the One Beloved Gaze
That from the rapt whitenesses of the All
Follows my tread through the sombre maze
To beg for a kiss?

Was it Thou in the lucent hush
Where only God-winged smles can fly,
Waiting for the Old to die, Earth to re-blush,
For my New Birth's sweet song and cry
And the Holy Fire's loving hiss?

Or hast Thou been ever the sigh of that rose,
The red longing and beauty carved
Into a sudden bloom of Grace that clasped me close
When my heart sobbed and starved
Without Thy bliss?
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FRENZY OF WORK

RECKLESS you run in a swelled frenzy of work,
To build castles of cloud you spend your prune
Only to multiply your gnef and grime.

For ego-ends you plan many a lurk
Whose bitter consequence you seek to burk,

Yet hope the chink of your false coin shall chime
With the all-overriding scheme of Tune:

There is no end to this selfward-turning arc.

Straighten your crooked and biased tape-measure's end
And judge your deeds by the Infinite's yard-stick;
All shall fall over-worn like the serpent-skin

Or prove a sham hke a juggler's clever rope-trick
Unless willed by the All and the soul within

your mind and body's worship of the Beyond.

HAR KRISHAN SINGH

A SUPERNAL CALL

ALL night long the incense burt,
AIr breathes through the fields of dream,
Mechtatmg silence fills the hush of night.
Under the brooding sky a voice is heard
From the soundless depth of Soul-
A prayer, a silent utterance reveals
Like the. opening door of a temple
The inner altar of unforeseen deity.

The mud of flesh feels a transfiguring touch,
Like the joy of a blinded son
Who sees not, yet sees, the smiling face of his mother.
Life's wounded happiness with fleeting fate
Drifts hke the changing hue of dusk.

A crowned Loneliness in the ocean of Grace
Submerged the broken bridge of mortality
Flung open into the unending vast.
A call vibrates in the ethereal gleam.

AMALESH BHATTACHARYA.
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Mother Divine,
I hear an urgent call, reveille at Dawn,
A message for Thy children, drums and cymbals,
An order of the day to each soldier on the front,
Summons to courage and decision, great jubilation,
A familiar voice, silver laughter and ringing bells,
Soft footfall of the approaching New Creation.

"0 Pioneer of the Gnostic evolution,
Prophetic dreams, hopes and promises
Fulfil. Herald God's reign. Millenniums await thy advent.
Carry out my will, cleave new broadways to divine Ecstasy
Through ravines, fields and mountains. Shape Paradise on Nature's soil.
Die, 0 Seeker bound to ego, enamoured of vanity, thy star has set.
Forget the charming frailties, burn in the blaze of the New Sun rising,
And be the twice-born, awake to the Reality, the knower of the Brahman.
Assert thy birthright, accomplish thy mission.
Live for me, by me and in me from now on.
Open wide thy spirit to the incoming Light.
Be my instrument, bright and transparent,
Moved by the Truth above
Beyond the dubious circle of reasoning.
I shall embrace the world with thy eyes,
Pour my love on it through thy heart divinised
And from the capital of thy soul convince it
Of lasting peace and harmony, sheer joy of living in the Spirit.
0 Mortal, welcome the Eternal in thy frame of body, life and mind.
The Lord has set His savmg seal on thy Destiny.
Arise, demand and receive in this supreme Hour ofGrace,"

5
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0 Sweet Mother, make me, break me, do as Thou wilt.
My whole being lies prostrate at Thy feet.
Deepen our vision of the one Divine, awaken the sleeping Psyche.
Widen the orbit of our flight in the new dimensions of understanding.
Change our faltering steps
Into spontaneous movements of faith.
Replace our groping and search in a blind alley
With the unhindered vista of revealing sight,
In our sleep, our waking and when the moon is on the wane.
Remould us in Thy truth-vision of the Real,
0 Sculptress of perfection and God's design.
0 veiled Bride of Eternity, effulgent Beauty,

• Were it only for an instant unveil Thy mystic Face
And lead the soul across the perilous line
Beyond which all is Supreme Felicity.
Preside, ancient Priestess, at the altar of life
And carry to the Master of Sacrifice,
Our humble offering, a chalice of Gratitude
Filled with the yearning for Oneness,
Right to live and love under a golden sky.

August 15, 1963 NIRANJAN



MY MARVELLOUS MOTHER

This is the translation of a Bengali poem, "Arupa Ma Amar'', by a
front-rank litterateur who has enriched the culture of Bengal by
writing more than two hundred books. He was devoted to the Mother
and Sri Aurobindo. For the last two decades of his life, until his death on
July 23 1963, his all-absorbing study was Sri Aurobindo's "Savitri".
His writings on Sri Aurobindo were not a few, and all of them were
inspiring. The following poem and another which we shall publish in

the next issue seem to be his last tributes to the Mother.

MARVELLOUS...
my Mother marvellous.
That is what matters about me,
that and nothing else, .e
that this frail death-bound body should carry

Her blessings,
the blessings of Immortality.
That is why
crossing a hundred deaths
these arms stretch towards the life everlasting.

Bird in a cage
the music of the spheres I sing,
0 gift of Mother mine.

Strewn with thorns my path,
feet bound in chains...
yet a Pilgrim on the march am I!
Seated in the dust-
with the stars do I hold my rendezvous,
such is my Mother's Will!

Weak flame of a little lamp,
it blows out again and again,
but then how it blazes up too, again and

yet again!
0 the alchemy of Mother mine!
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Wherever I turn
beauty unending startles my eyes ...
in specks of dust I see the Taj,
in dewdrops are written
the Vedas and the Upanishads,
in leaves and creepers whisper the holy hymns
in every eye the fire of sacrifice,
in all sounds a prayer, an mcantation,
the murmur of the Mother's name I hear
everywhere ....

Marvellous all that I behold
marvellous each sunrise !
the life of a single day
carries treasures of immense, endless surprise !

Marvellous
the flowers that bloom,
%the flowers that fade,
each to the other linked.
The flowers that bloom
and the flowers that fade
all,
at my Mother's feet
fall.

All fragrance, all fulfilment
rest there-
at
Her
feet.

NRIPENDRAKRISHNA CHATTOPADHYAYA

(Translated by Sisirkumar Ghoshfrom the original Bengali.)



UNFAMILIAR INDIA-III

WHO first declared that the sun which appears to travel across the sky from
east to west is really stationary ? Most people, of course, would remember
the phrase: "the Copernican revolution." Indeed, it was the Polish Copernicus
who 1n I530 Wrote the book which started astronomy on its modem scientific
career. But some may remember Aristarchus of Samos, about 250 B.C., who
held the heliocentric theory that the sun remams st:J.ll while the earth and the
other planets revolve about 1t. Hardly anyone knows the passage on the sun
in the Aitareya Brahmana (III.4.6.) which goes much beyond even the time of
Buddha:

sa va esa na kadacand 'stam eti no ?deti....
Here we have the first clear statement that the sun actually does not "rise" or
"set".

k
kk

Another aspect of "Unfamiliar India" emerges in relat:J.on not to the sun
but to the portion of earth on which Indians lived. And now it is not intuitive
scientific insight but a most delicate-deep sense of the national' being.

"The western half of the Ganges plain, from the region around Delhi
to Patna, and including theDoab, or the land between the Ganges and its great
tributary river Jamna, has always been the heart of India. Here, in the region
once known as Aryavarta, the land of the Aryans, her classical culture was
formed."1

Yes, literally this heart of India is "the land of the Aryans", but to that
heart itself it has a more suggestive definition. It is defined "as the land where
the black antelope finds its natural habitat". The black antelope symbolises
beauty, innocence, energy-the qualities of the soul living from its natural
feeling of the Drvmne. By its presence it shows that here is where the saint
and the yogi and the avatar are at home. How deeply ingramned the religious
vision as well as the poetic imagination was in India's makers and shapers
may be Judged from the fact that even a hard-headed lawgiver like Yajnavalkya
expresses ms appreciation ofAryavarta by saying : "That country is fit for the
religious lfe where the antelope 1s black.?

Next to the roaming black buck, the growth of Kusa grass is regarded
as dist:J.nguishmg this holy land. The third requisite is Yagna, the institution
of sacrifice, the feeding of the flame that is the messenger between men and the
gods. Next comesDharma, the code of the moral life. And last is the social
order of the four castes and the four ashramas or stages of human existence.

k
**

1 The Wonder that was Inda (New York, 1954), p 2.
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Many things which we consider part and parcel of India belong really to the
surface mind or some late development of the surface life. A South Indian
writer has spoken nostalgically of the odour of coconut oil from the Indian
kitchen. And most Indians are under the impression that the use of this oil is
an ancient practice of their land to keep the hair beautiful and the head cool.
But the fact is that the greatest ages of our country, both spiritual and secular,
knew nothing of it and never used it either as food-aid or as beauty-aid. A. L.
Basham,' an authority on India, writes : "The coconut was a comparatively
late importation from South-East Asia and is not menttoned in early sources,
though it was known in the Middle Ages."

According to the ancient Buddhist Vmaya texts, "hair was besmeared with
pomade or hair-oil of bees-wax". 2 Even so late a writer as Kalidasa has no
reference to coconut oil. Bhagawat Saran Upadhyaya, in the article "Economic
Wealth and Prosperity Depicted by Kalidasa",3 tells us : "Several oils were
used. The oil of Ingudi was used for the head as well as for the purposes of
burning lamps."

k
**

What sort of hair did historical India favour ? Jet black seems to have been
the favourite colour. Dandin, one of the chief writers of prose narrative in the
Medieval Age, pays the highest compliment to a woman's hair by saying :
"Her abundant hair is not brown, even at the tips, but long, smooth, glossy
and fragrant." Basham5 comments in a footnote: "Though a fair complexion
was much prized in ancient India a trace of brownness in the hair, fairly common
in the North, was thought very unbeautiful and mauspicious."

But here a curious point may be mentioned. Not only brown but even
blonde hair was known in India and in a special case highly prized. The gram
marian Patanjali declared blonde hair to be one of the essential qualities in a
Brahmana ! In his Mahabhasya on Panini II, 2, 6, he 1forms us :

gaurah sucyac@rah kapilah pigalakesa uy-enan-api abhyantaran
brahmanye guna kurvanti.

Compiled by K. D. SETHNA

1 Ibd., pp. 193-194.
a The Age of ImperalUnty (Bombay, 1951), p. 575.
a Indian Culture, Vol. VI, p. 318.
4 Basham, Op. ct., p. 444.
6 find.



Students' Section
THE DESCENT OF THE BLUE

A Drama

ACT IO

SCENE 5

(Pondicherry. Aurobindo's house. The Mother looking up the "Arya"
accounts, etc. Amrita comes n with a heap of the morning mail. Placing it on
Aurobindo's table, he lingers.

AUROBINDO (looking at Amrita) : Yes, Amrita ?

(Amrita had the standing instructions of Aurobindo that he should remind
him of the matter for the "Arya" a week before the day fixed for going to
press.)

AMRITA : Matter for the "Arya," please. Just seven days left.
• AUROBINDO : Oh yes. Thank you. I'll set about it forthwith.

AMRITA : But once you sit down at your desk you will forget everything
else and go on till you finish. Why not dispose of the post first ?

AUROBINDO : Very well. You are always business-like. That's all to the
good.

(Running his eyes through the letters, one by one, he writes marginal notes,
and stops short at one.)

Here's a reader ofthe "Arya" asking me how I, a literary man and a poli
tician, could become all on a sudden an out-and-out philosopher! It has struck
him rightly. I must write to him that I knew precious little about philosophy
before I did the yoga and came to Pondicherry. How did I manage to do it and
why ? Because X proposed to me to co-operate in a philosophical review-and
my theory was that a yogi ought to be able to tum his hand to anything..•
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AMRITA : But it has never struck me as strange. Your articles, even
your speeches, were at no time unmixed politics or pure literature. They have
always been a happy blend ofall the three, each at its best-I mean, politics,
literature and philosophy, although the fire of love of country and her freedom
predominated.

AUR0BIND0 : But hasn't the "Arya" a different complexion altogether ?
AMRITA : Undoubtedly.
AUR0BIND0 : Then you concede that he is justified in asking me ....
AMRITA : I do. Oh that the man in question could see you filling page

after page without halting anywhere, as if your very fingers were inspired !
AUR0BIND0 : But that is exactly the truth ! Strange to say, a Power comes

directly into the fingers, as if it did not have to pass through anything else !
Just now I said that a Yogi should be able to turn his hand to anything. Well,
the word "hand" can be applied in a very literal sense where the "Arya"-articles
are concerned ....

Now take these letters and make up replies from my marginal notes. Let
me now start work.

SCENE 6

(Residence of the Tagores, Calcutta. Seated Dwijendranath, the eldest brother
of Rabzndranath, zn his study. He sends for his personal secretary, Anilkumar
Mitra.)

(Enter Anil)

DWIJENDRANATH : Have you received the latest issue of the "Arya" ?
ANIL : Yes, Sir. It has just come. I am bringing it. Anything else ?
DWIJENDRANATH : Do you read it as regularly as I ?
ANIL : No, Sir. I tried for a time but found it brain-racking, too high, •

too deep for my intellect.
DWIJENDRANATH: Ah, my friend, that's awrong approach. It's no intellectual

pabulum. It's for the soul. From my study of the whole range of philosophy,
Eastern and Western, I can freely declare that what Aurobindo Ghosh says in
his articles has never been said by anybody else anywhere. (After a pause)
Go deeper than your intellect when you read the "Arya" next and you'll find
it clearer.

SCENE 7

(1918. A. B. Purani's first vist to Aurobindo. No. 41 Rue Francos Martin,
the "Arya" Office.)

AUR0BIND0 : How are you getting on with your Sadhana ?
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1PURANI : "...It is difficult to concentrate on it so long as India is not free.
AUROBINDO : Perhaps it may not be necessary to resort to revolutionary

activity to free India.
PURANI (all surprise) : But without that how is the British Government

to go from India ?
AUR0BIND0 : That is another question ; but if India can be free without

revolutionary activity, why should you execute the plan ? It is better to con
centrate on yoga-the spiritual practice .... Suppose an assurance is given to
you that India will be free ?

PURANI (knowng fully well that Aurobindo alone can assure him) : Who can
give such an assurance ?

AUR0BIND0 : Suppose I give you the assurance ?
PURANI : If you give the assurance, then I can accept it.
AUR0BIND0 : Then I give you the assurance that India will be free.
PURANI (apologetically) : Are you quite sure that India will be free ?
AUR0BIND0 : You can take it from me, it is as certain as the rising ofthe sun

tomorrow. The decree has already gone forth ...."

(Being fully convinced of India's freedom Purani bows down to Aurobindo
and takes leave of him.)

SCENE 8

(Calcutta. Barin receives a letter in Bengali from Aurobindo, dated 7th
Aprl 1920, after his release from the Andamans. His joy knows no bounds.)

BARIN (reading aloud):"First about your.Yoga. You wish to give me the
charge of your Yoga, and I amwilling to take it, that is to say, to give it to Him
who is moving by his divme Shakti both you and myself whether secretly or
openly. But you must know the necessary result will be that you will have to
follow that special way which He has given to me and which I call the Integral
Yoga."

(Barin looks into the distance ... )

Rest assured, I will do my utmost to follow your directions.

(He contnues reading.)

"After these fifteen years I am only now rising into the lowest of the three
levels of the Supermind and trying to draw up into it all the lower activities.

1 Taken from A. B. Purani's Evening Talks,
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But when this Siddhiwill be complete then I am absolutely certain that Godwill
through me give Siddhi ofthe Supermind to others with less difficulty."

(His face lights up.)

Your words open a vast world ofundreamt-ofpossibilities for us. Your
Supramental Siddhi will be a land-mark in the history of human evolution.
And you will put India in the centre ofthe world-map for all future.

(He continues reading.)

"Ido not want hundreds ofthousands ofdisciples. Itwill be enough if I can
get a hundred complete men, empty ofpetty egoism, who will be instruments of
God."

(With a sigh-and then a smile:)

Ah, here is the snag. Well, Sejda, have you ever moved back even by
a single step from any difficulty in life ? You who have already achieved the
impossible, will it not be within your power to tum crude matter like us into
your "complete" men? So long as we have you as our Head, we have no fear.
Your work must triumph.

(To be continued)

CHINMOY



T. S. ELIOT

(Continued from August)

THE WASTE LAND

(Concluded)

. III

THE FIRE SERMON

As far as· the technique ofthe opening of"The Fire Sermon" is concerned,
it starts with Free Verse in pastoral style-adopting a direct link with Spenser's
"Prothalamion" and "Epithalamion"-Bridal Hymns-in the fourth line, the
refrain:

Sweet Themmes runne softly till I end my song.

Against the background of this opening the poet flings the sordid images
ofthe other aspect ofthe river-those images which reflect the unconscious atti
tude to life and beauty and nature of all the ordinary lives which make up the
mass ofthe population ofa big city-a city throbbing with 'life'-with the pos
sible awareness ofa million lives who are not aware (for if they were would they
strew the river with the rubbish of their up-to-date civilisation ?)

Wth the transition of the line from Verlaine's "Parsifal :

Et O ces voix d'enfants, chantant dans la coupole I

comes the mghtingale's interruption. Free Verse changes into regular rhythm
-but it 1s the rhythm ofthe modern world oftaxis and typewriters, telephones
and food in tins,-where man seeks his satisfaction in the sordid pleasures ofthe
senses, whichat theirheight bring onlyfatigue andboredom-and"... a welcome
of indifference."

(And I Tiresias have foresuffered all
Enacted on this same divan or bed;
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I who have sat by Thebes below the wall
And walked among the lowest of the dead.)

In such lives are contained the Past, Present and Future-lost on the ebb ·
and flow of the waters; caught up by the song of the river, the song of its immor
tal cry-Song of the three daughters of the Thames. (cf. "Rhine Daughters").
Burning, burning, burning-we are reminded of the words of the Buddha in
his Fire Sermon: "All things, 0 priests, are on fire" (cf. the Fire of Heraclitus);
and of St Augustine"... where a cauldron of unholy lovess angabout my ears"
-"O Lord Thoupluckest me out"-"but I leave the world ofmen"-burning.

IV

DEATH By WATER

The fourth poem of "The Waste Land" is intended to make us stop and
think. We have seen the 'seed' planted in "The Burial of the Dead" ; we have
seen the 'seed' grow in "The Game of Chess" and "The Fire Sermon"; now
we are brought face to face with the Scythe or the Sickle-the reapers of the
'harvest'.

The shortness of this poem has its own effect-it brings us to the edge
of the river Styx, where the traveller of consciousness is urged to pause, look
and meditate-beyond the profit and loss of life, beyond the fact that one was
once handsome and tall as-other men.

Phlebas, the Phoenician sailor, is the symbol associated with the Hanged
God of Frazer-the Incarnate Drvine--The Avatar--The Christ.

As he rose and fell
He passed the stages of his age and youth
Entering the whirlpool.

His drowning, against which Madame Sosostris has warned him, is the re
capturing the image of the sacrificialgod descendmginto the waters of the 'known'
Inconscient, to sow once again the 'seed' of New Birth.

The last Imes counsel all-"Gentile or Jew''-to renounce that sole pre
occupation with the traffic in worldly things, the lusts of the flesh which sunder
man from Love and Life and the true hentage of his mortal existence. And
"O you who turn the wheel'' means "you who steer the ship of the natons, you
leaders of the people andheads ofgovernments, consider-He, who walked this
earth and died for you."



T. S. ELIOT

V

WHAT THE THUNDER SAID

63

The fifthpoemof "The Waste Land"not only summarises the images of the
four that have preceded it, but sets out to raise the poetry to a more universal
level by introducing-in the beginning a Christian image of the Crucifixion,
and at the end an allusion to the Brihadaranyaka Upanishad ; spanning the
gulf between peoples of vastly different beliefs, Christian and Hindu, with
a wish-endeavour to lift both the religions to the level of Universal Truth.

The operung lines are a powerful yet not intrusive reminder of the scene
of the Crucifixion.

After ...The shouting and the crying
Prison and palace and reverberation
Of thunder of spnng over distant mountams.

Christ's cry from the Cross-"Eloi Eloi, lama sabachthani"-still has its force
and its repercussions even though the "sweaty faces" have finished their work
of destruction at Golgotha.

In the first part of the poem three themes are employed : 1) The Journey to
Emmaus, 2) The approach to the Chapel Perilous (see MissWeston's book),
3) The present decay of Eastern Europe.

The "sweaty faces" have arisen again, and for the same onimous intent,
to make possible yet further destruction-so that the cry from the Cross is now '
the cry of the Nation-the World.

Is then "The Waste Land" only an expression of our desolation?
No ! -the symbol of the God Osiris is of resurrection from the dead, as

also is the symbol of Christ. It is a symbol ofthe occult fact of the god-man,
the Avatar, allowing His 'death' to be the 'Seed' of the New Birth, and there
fore New Hope for evolving Humanity.

In Eliot thus New Burth will be-soonly if we can find The Holy Grail-
The symbol of Female Fertility-The Mother, the universal Creatnx, which
the world and humanity have forgotten.

¢

What is that sound high in the air
Murmur of maternal lamentation ?

The Lance is buried-the holy vessel, the sacred Dish-The Holy Grail
remams to be recognised,-m hfe, m the world, in consc10usness ?

With thus emotional symbology of the Crucifixion-the agony of stony
places-Ehot takes us into the silence of our own "gardens"-we who were
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once living are now dying-we continue to die rather than continue to live
and we die as the Spring thunder rolls out its Himalayan message to all man
kind;

"Damyata, Datta, Dayadhwam.
Subdue ye, Give, Be Compassionate (surrenderf
Enter into the Peace which passeth all understanding.

To sum up the crucial experiences of Tiresias : his Quest through his own
private "Waste Land"-the poet's 'quest' for a goal either through a "Fertility
Religion" or through ascetic traditions, as positive paths to the goal-has failed.
His quest for love has failed, his quest for knowledge has failed, and his seeking
after a higher spiritual Wisdom has only just begun and must still proceed, not
through any formal religion, but through inner conversion and knowledge of the
Self. And through all this there 1s Hope, for there is a true acknowledgement
of Humility-and out of humility comes forth the Glory and the ultimate Vic
tory. For, is it not through falls and experiences of life, through the stumblings
and the sufferings in the midst of striving humanity that one comes to true
humility-the Humility before God ?

NORMAN C. DOWSETT



INTROSPECTION IN EMILY DICKINSON

1- (Continued from June)

EMILY Dickinson is primarily concerned not with etching external nature but
with the effect of certain natural phenomena on one's mward mood or conscious
ness : she is interested mn the "internal difference", as is illustrated in the
followmg poem.

There's a certain slant of light,
On wmter afternoons,
That oppresses, lke the weight
Of cathedral tunes.

Heavenly hurt rt gves;
We can find no scar,
But internal difference
Where the meanmgs are.

None may teach it anything,
'Tis the seal, despa1r,
An imperial affhct1on
Sent us of the ar.

When it comes, the landscape listens,
Shadows hold their breat.h;
When 1t goes, 'tis like the distance
On the look of death.

"The simplest of her intellectual poems are those that merely record a mental
phenomenon. She was curious to see how the bran worked, eager to findwords
for every thought she ever had, as though thoughts were a kind ofmer fauna
and she a new Adam narrung the ammals. Such notes on the mmd couldhave
been wntten only by a poet who was ceaselessly mterested in the natural history
of the mtellect. For instance, 1t teased, after she had studied her ideas until
each wore a farmliar aspect, to encounter o:ie that she ought to be able to
recognise but could not identify :

5

A thought went up my mind to-day
That I have had before,
But did not fintsh,-some way back
I could not fix the year,
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Nor where it went, nor why it came
The second time to me,
Nor definitely what it was,
Have I the art to say.

But somewhere in my soul, I know
I've met the thing before;
It just reminded me-twas all
And came my way no more.

"Again she recorded without comment the shock of finding a gap m the sequence
of her reflectuons where she had not expected a break to occur :

I felt a cleavage mn my mind
As 1f my bram had split;
I tned to match it seam by seam,
But could not make them fit.

The thought behmnd I strove to jomn
Unto the thought before,
But sequence ravelled out of reach
Like balls upon a floor." (Whicher)

Wrung out of a great central pain and renunciation of her womanhood, Dickin
son's poems reveal singular power m recordmg psychological states. Her inter1o
nzat1on and her psychological adventunngs represent a new sort of frontier;
and her record ofthe mward hfe offers a new and strange hmterland for exploita
ton. Of the poems which represent the inner conflict, two stand out
prominently: After Great Pam and Time Assuages.

After great pam a formal feeling comes
The nerves sit ceremomous like tombs;
The stuff Heart questions-was 1t He that bore ?
And yesterday-or centuries before ?

The feet mechamcal go round
A wooden way
Of ground or ar or Ought,
Regardless grown,
A quartz contentment hke a stone.

This is the hour of lead
Remembered if outlived
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As freezing persons recollect
The snow-
First chill, then stupor, then
The letting go.

67

We may try to understand this poem according to the interpretation by Brooks
and Warren. The pan referred to is obv10usly not a physical pam; it is some
great sorrow or mental pam which leaves the mmd numbed. 1:he "nerves sit
ceremonious like tombs". There are two images here. The nerves are like a
group of people dressed in black sitting m the parlour in formal hush after a
funeral. They are also "like tombs". Why is "tombs" such a good symbol
for a person who has suffered a great pan (whether it be a real person or the
nerves persomfied) ? The tomb has to a supreme degree the qualities of dead
ness (quietness, stillness) and of formality (ceremony, stiffness).

The lffiagery suggests the common quality of stiff lifelessness throughout
the poem. The heart is stiff, the feet walk a "wooden way," the contentment
is a "quartz contentment," the hour is that of "lead". The sense of numbed
consciousness is made explicit by the statement that the feet move mechanically
and are ''regardless" of where they go. The lines are bound together not only
by the constant reference of the imagery to the result of grief but also by the fact
that the poet is stating in a series what happens to the parts of the body, nerves,
heart, feet. The heart numbed with pan has lost the sense of time and even
of its own identity. A "quartz contentment" mvolves an extension of the
common association of stoniness with the numbness of grief. gain, a quartz
is a crystal; and so "quartz contentment" is a contentment crystallized, as it
were, out of pain. There is also an implied irony : the contentment arising
out of great pan and numbness is a contentment out of mability to respond any
longer, rather than the ability to respond satisfactorily and agreeably. Then the
poet proceeds to the new figure, that of the freezing person, wich 1s the only
fully developed image in the poem, which condenses the effect of those which
preceded it. The lme 'Remembered 1f outlrved' is powerful and implies that
few outlive the experience to remember 1t to relate 1t to others. The experience
of grief is like death by freezmg : the chill, then the body becomes numbed
(stupor) and then the body unable to stand the fight gives up the battle and dies
(letting go). The correspondence of the stages of death by freezing to the eTect
of the shock of deep grief on the mind is close enough to make the passage
very powerful. Also the first two stanzas present the mind's attempt to hold
in, the fight of the mmd against ''letting go"; and the image in the third stanza
presents the final dissolution.

They say that "time assuages,"
Time never did assuage;

An actual suffering strengthens,
As sinews do, with age.
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Time is a test of trouble,
But not a remedy.

If such it prove, it prove too
There was no malady.

Here is a poem which is a dramatic generalisation of an implied challenge
to the permanence of her devotion; and one of her friends or members of her
family trymg to console her that she would get over her heartbreak m time
Emily's instinctive feeling finds expression in this poem.

Emily Dickmson has written poems which reflect her recogmtion that
the highest kind of conquest is not physical but spiritual-self-conquest in the
light of divine perfection. These poems record how she 1s in the central Chris
tian tradition and 1s mdifferent to the merely outward panaceas of contemporary
humanitarians and reformers who sought Utopia by re-makmg institutions.
The meaning of the poem quoted below 1s obvious.

GROWTH OF MAN

Growth of Man like growth of Nature
Gravitates wIthm,
Atmosphere and sun confirm it
But it stirs alone.

Each its difficult ideal
Must achieve itself,
Through the solitary prowess
Of a silent life.

Effort is the sole condition,
Patience of 1tself-
Patience of opposing forces,
And distinct itself.

Looking on is the department
Of its audience,
But transaction is assisted
By no countenance.

C. SUBBIAN
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HOWLERS BY ENGLISH SCHOOLBOYS

A SOVIET 1s a cloth which keeps your dress clean at dinner ....

Certam areas mn Calform1a are cultivated by irritation.

*kk
The process of turning steam mt•) water agam 1s called conversation.

***
Pope wrote principally mn heroic culets....

***
S1 Winston Churchill 1s a BrItIsh statesman who has been nationalised

by the Amer1cans.

***
Shakespeare was a very polite man. He often said "Go to," but he never

fimshed the sentence.

***
Oliver O:omwell had an iron will and a large red nose, but underneath were

deep relgous feelings.

***
Mussolim is a sort of material used for ladies' stockings.

A monologue 1s a conversation between two people, such as husband and
wife.

***
The femmme of bachelor is lady-m-waiting.
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The inhabitants of Paris are callgd Parisites.

***
A quack doctor is one who looks after ducks.

k

**
Paraffin is the next order of angles above seraphins.

k

**
A mosquito is the child of black and white parents.

***
A pedestrian is one of those people motorists run over.

k
kk

A polygon with seven sides is called a hooligan.

#
k k

A grass widow 1s the wife of a dead vegetarian.

k
kk

What is the difference between a window and a widow ? You can see
through a window.

k

**
My father has been decapitated for a number of years.

***
Liberty of conscience means being able to do wrong without bothering

about it afterwards.


